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GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS 
379th Council meeting 
- Agriculture -
Brussels 1  19  and  20  January  1976 
President:  Mr  Jean  HAMILIUS, 
RELEASE 
Minister for Agriculture 
of the  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg 
88  e/76  (Presse  5)  ill/JM/jm 20.I.76 
The  Governments  of the  ~.!Jember  States  and  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark: 
~~r Foul  DALSAGER 
Germany: 
Mr  Josef ERTL 
Mr  Hans-JUrgen ROHR 
France: 
Mr  Christian BONNET 
mr  Pierre r[ER.AIGNERIE 
Ireland:  --··--
!VIr  Mark  CLINTON 
Italy: 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Federal ~inister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
JUnistry of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of AgricUlture 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Mr  Giovanni  Tl'l.ATICORA  Minister for Agriculture 
Mr  Arcangelo  10  BIANCO  State  Secretary9 
Ministry of Agriculture 
88  e/76  (Presse  5)  lat/COD/paz  •••  /~•o TJ:r  JeE.n  Hl'JHLIUS 
T::Ir  Albert  BERCHEH 
Netherlands:  ·- -
United Kiw,·dom: 
-- _Q 
TUr  Freclerick PK\RT 
Cow_rnission:  ___  " __ _ 
I,1r  Frs.ngois-Xavier  OTITOLJ  · 
L1r  P., J.  LARDINOIS 
88  e/7:5  (Presse  5)  paz 
0 
~ 3  -
r,~inister for Agriculture 
St~:'..te  Secretary, 
Ihnistry of Agriculture 
1hnister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
T1·Iinister  for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
President 
Member 
0 
0 
0  •• /.  0  0 - 4  -
STRUCTURAL  POI,ICY 
The  Council held a  wide-ranging  discussion on  a  series 
of measures relating to  the :policy for agricultural structures, 
i.e. the proposals  concer.tl:i.ng 
- forestry measures., 
- special aid for  youn~ fal1uers  who  have  been  farming for less 
than five years  and are  implementing development  plans, 
producers'  groups  and m1ions, 
- joint action to  improve  the  conditions uncter vvhich 
agricultural products are  processed and sold. 
The  Council's discussions  enabled the  delegations to 
state their positions on both the general  development  of the 
Community  structural policy and  the various proposals under 
discussion.  In this context also,  the Council  toolc  note  of 
the Commission8 s  intention to  submit  a  report to it shortly 
on  the  experience  obtained in applying the existing socio-
strUctural directives. 
At  the  close of its discussion,  the  Com1cil  instructed 
the Special Committee  on  Agriculture  to  contitiue its examination 
of the  four  abovementioned proposals in the light of the 
Commission's  report  and  of the  Council~s discussions at  the 
present  meeting~  and  agreed to  resume its discussions  on  the 
structural policy as  a  whole  once  the negotiations on  the 
prices for the  1976/1977  marketing year were  completed. 
88  e/76  (Presse  5)  thy/COD/ljy  ....  ; ... - 5 -
WINE 
The  President of the  Commission  of tho  European 
Commw'li ty,  T:1r  Francois··Xavier ORTOLI  emphasized to  the 
Council  the political importance  of a  satisfactory 
solution being found  to.the questions still outstanding 
as  regards  the  adaptation of the  rules  on  wine.  The 
Council  requested Mr  P§ J.  JJARDINOIS,  the Member  of the 
Commission with special responsibility for Agriculture, 
to take all the necessary steps to  enable  a  satisfactory 
solution to be  reached at the  earliest opportunity  • 
88  e/76  (Presse  5)  mcc/COD/ja  .  .  .  / ... - 6  - 20.I.76 
POTATOES 
Following a  poor harvest,  the  reduced  supply has  brought 
about  an increase  in the price of potatoes  on the  Coinmunity 
market.  To  redress  the  situation,  the  Council  enacted the 
Regulation totally suspending the  autonomous  Common 
Customs  Tariff duty  on ware  potatoes until 28  March  1976 • 
88  e/76  (Presse  5)  paz  ...  ; ... - 7  - 20.I.76 
FIXING "_OF_ AGRICULTtm.AL  ~ICES FOR._.J.3.76/:!l_77 
The  Council  cono.ucted  a  policy debate  on  the  fixing 
of agricultural prices for  the  1976/1977 Elarlreting year and 
certain  connected mGasures,  which  pointed up  delegations' 
viewpoints  on  the  aims  and  relevant measures  to  be  put 
in hand  as  regards  a  nu.tnber  of particularly important 
products. 
Firstly,  the  Council directed its attention to  a  number 
of general questions,  one  of 1'1hich  was  the  objective method 
adopted  by the  Commission  in fraraing its price  :proposals 
and  agri-monetary measures. 
The  delegations  then went  on  to  state how  important 
it was  that a  satisfactory arrangement  be  found  for  a 
number  of products  incluo.inc;  cereals,  beef and veal, 
milk,  wine  and  olive oil. 
This  discussion enabled  the  Council  to  evolve  the 
e;roundlines  for its subsequent  proceedings  on  the  matter, 
which will  continue l?ithin the  Special  Comn:i ttee on 
Agriculture with a  view to  preparing the next  Council 
meeting  scheduled  to  be  held  on  16/17  and  (possibly) 
18  r.ebruary  1976. 
88  e/76  (Presse  5)  gra/AH/jj - 8  - 20 .. I.  76 
FISHERIES 
The  Council  discussed the  problems  of the fisheries  sector 
and particularly the situation as  regards  fish q_uotas. 
It adopted  the principle of a  temporary authorization by 
the  Cor.nmuni ty for the  q_uotas  taken out by the Iflember  States 
within the  NEAFC  for  1976  and  asked  the  Conwission to  submit 
appropriate proposals  to  enable it to  consider a  Community 
management  system for the relevant  catch  q_uotas  during the 
current year. 
88  e/76  (Press:;  5)  paz  0  ••  /  ••• 
/ - 9  - 20.I.76 
In vievv  of the  fact  that  the  end  of thG  current milk 
year was  close  to  the  date  for fixing agricultural prices 
for  the  forthcoming year,  the  Council  agreed  to  defer the 
closing date  of the  current year by  1  month1  viz. until 
29  February  1976,  and  adopted  a  Regulation to  this end  in 
the  official languages of the  Communities. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council agreed  to  hold over the  remaining items 
on  the  e.genda until its next meeting on a3ricul  tural matters  • 
88  e/76  (Presse  5)  gra/AH/jj  .  .  .  / ... - I  - 19.1.76 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of .the 
Co~~unities the  estimate of beef and veal  intended for the 
processing industry for the period 1  January to  31  December  1976. 
o. 
0  0 
It also adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulations  codifying the acts adopted in the 
fisheries  sector.  The  aim  of this  codifying is to collate,  in 
an updated  compilation,\ all the acts  adopted in the fisheries 
sector since the  introa:uction of organization of the mar}{et. 
.  I 
\ 
I 
88  e/76  (Pressc  5)  ill/JM/jm COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
UHR''. A 0 " 
-··  .. ··• .!  f'  .•.• n J 
380th meeting of the  Council 
- Foreign Affairs -
Brussels,  20  January  1976 
President~  mr  Gaston  THORN,. 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
of the  Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg 
89/76  (Pre  sse  6) - 2  -
20.I.76 
The  Governraents  of  ·l;he  :Me11ber  States and  the  Commission 
of  the Eu.roperu1  Communi ties were  represented as follows: 
Belghm1: 
Mr  Renant  VAN  ELSUU~DE 
Denmark: 
l\1r  Ivar N)1RGAARD 
Mr  J ens  CHRIS TEN SEN 
Germep;y:: 
Mr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
Mr  Hans-Jurgen WISCHNEWSYJ 
France: 
Mr  JeEm  SAUVAGNARGUES 
Mr  Bernard  DESTREl'IIAU 
Ireland:  --·--
Mr  Garret  FITZGERALD 
89  e/76  (Presse  6)  gro/AB/::::f 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for External Economic 
Relations  and  Nordic Affairs 
State  Secretar~r, 
ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Federal Minister for Foreign 
Affairs 
Minister of State, 
Federal Foreign Office 
minister for Foreign Affairs 
State  Secretary, 
Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
•••  /tt •• Mr  Mariano  RUMOR 
TI'Tr  Adolfo BATTAGLIA 
Luxembourc-: 
.......  - .....  _.....,.Q 
Mr  Gaston  THORN 
Netherlands:  ....... .......__... .............. 
lVIr  Max  VAN  DER  STOEL 
Mr Laurens  Jan BRIMGIORST 
Mr  James  CALLAGHAN 
C  )mmission:  ..  _....... ... _,......,. ...... 
n~ Frangois-Xavier ORTOLI 
Sir Christopher SOAMES 
Mr  Claude  CHEYSSON 
Mr  Guido  BRUNNER 
- 3  -
89  e/76  (Presse  6)  unw/ATT/ved 
20.I.76 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Under-Secretary  of State, 
Ministry  of Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
l\:linister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary for Foreign 
Affairs 
~- . 
Secretary  of State for Foreign 
and  C  ommom1eal th Affairs 
President 
Vice-President 
Member 
Member 
o•o/•oa - 4  - 20. I.  76 
SPAIN 
The  Council noted that the present  situation no  longer 
precluded the  resumption of  contacts  wi. th Spa"_n  regardi.ng 
the negotiations  wh·'. ch were  interrupted in October  1975. 
The  Council  exchanged information on the talks held. 
recently with representatives  of  the  new  Span;. sh  Government 
e,nd  noted ·that further conversations  would  be held  i.n the 
near future.  It will d;_scuss  the  entire si.tuation further 
at its meeting  on  9  February 1976. 
R9  e/76  ( Presse  6)  mcc/COD/ j j  .  ..  / ... - 5  - 20. I.  76 
RELATIONS  WITH  CANADA 
The  Council  noted that,  since.the necessary directives 
had  now  been drawn up,  the  Commun'ty  was  ready to begin 
negotiati.ons  w:i.th  Canada  with a  view to the  conclusion of 
.· 
a  framework  agreement  on  commercial  and  economic  co-operation  .. 
It expressed  the particular hope  that it would_  soon 
be  possible to reach a  satisfactory agreement  with the 
Canadian authorities regarding the importance  of the 
problem of non-discriminatory access  to  resources  and 
of  stability of  su~ply. 
8g  e/76  (Pre  sse  6)  mcc/COD/ j j  .  .  ,./ .... - 6  - 20~I.76 
PROGR.Al\'ll\'IE  OF  WORK 
The  Council heard  a  statement  by its President  on  the 
programme  of work  for  the first half of 1976  ~  which  appears 
to  be  dominated  by  three  major political issues 1  namely: 
the  Conference  on International Economic  Co-operation; 
- the drafting of the  Convention on  the  election of members 
to  the  European Parliament  by  direct  ~~iversal suffrage; 
the  response  to  be  given to  the  Tindemans  report. 
The  statement also  outlined the  other areas  in which 
the  Cou..~cil  should deploy its main efforts  r  both in 
exteFnal relations  and  in the other sectors.  The  President 
here  expressed uneasiness 1  particularly on the  considerable 
difference  between  the vigour shown.  by  the  Community  in 
its external relations  and its slow progress  domestically. 
The  Cotmcil  also  took note of a  comi11D.nication  from  the 
President taking stock of the work  of the  Cou..~cil  as 
variously  constituted. 
89  e/76  (Pre  sse  6)  l.ll!.l7/AH/j j  0  ••  /1 ••• - 7- 20. 1.  76 
OVEP~LL MEDITERRANEAN  APPROACH 
The  Council was  infonned orally by  the  Commission  of the 
outcome  of negotiations with the  three maghreb  countries, 
which tenninated respectively on  7.1.76  (Tunisia), 
8o1.76  (morocco)  and  17.1.76  (Algeria).  It welcomed  this 
successful conclusion to  an important  stage  in negotiations with 
Mediterranean cou..11tries  and  expressed  the  wish that,  once 
formally  approved by both parties,  the  Agreements  could be 
signed in the  near future. 
The  Council was  further pl·eased to note  the  successful 
conclusion to negotiations  vvi th malta.  It approved the  substance 
of the  outcome  of the negotiations  on the understanding that 
the  texts would  be  formally  adopted  immediately following their 
technical examination.  The  Agreement  should therefore  be  signed 
in the  very near future. 
The  Council formally  adopted  directives  empowering the 
Commission  to  open negotiations with the i\'Iachrek  countries 
(Egypt,  Lebanon,  Jordan and Syria).  The  Co~nission stated that 
the  dates  for the  opening of negotiations with  Egypt~  Jordan 
and  Syria had  already been settled. 
89  e/76  (Presse  6)  paz  •  ••  /  ••  0 - 8  - 20.I.76 
GREECE  AND  TID1ICi:Y 
The  Council  called upon all delegations  to  expedite 
work  on  the finalization of the  Commu...'l'l.ity  position as  regards 
th;:;:  current negotiations  at EEC-Greece  and  EEC-Turkey 
Association Council  level. 
PORTUGAJ-' 
The  CoLmcil  decided  to  authorize  the  Commission  to 
open negotiations with  Portu~al:  pursuant  ·i:;o  the  future 
developments  clause  of the  Free  Trade  Agreement  concludec-:. 
with Portugal  on  22  July  1972;  on  the  extension of that 
Agr:::;e'.Tlent y  thereby promoting  e.  strengthenin~; of the  lin~:s 
betY!een  the  Community  a..nd  Portugal  and  gi  vin.;  ta..ngi ble 
fo:rm  to  :suropean solide,ri  ty with democratic  developments 
in Portursal. 
89  e/76  (PI"esse  6)  gra/AH/,jj  .  .... '  ... - 9- 20.I.76 
YUGOSLAVIA 
On  account  of the political importance  vvhich  it attaches to 
co-operation with Yugoslavia,  the  Council,  for its part,  agreed 
that Yugoslavia might  approach  the  EIB  to  seek  a  contribution 
(up  to  a  certain runount  and subject to market  conditions)  to 
the  financing  of projects of  common  Eul"opean  interest,  on the 
understanding that  any decision on actual projects would  be 
taken by  the  Board  o'f'  Ckrvernors ·in· acc-ordance  with the  Statute 
of the  Ban..'k. 
89  e/76  (Presse  6)  paz  ~ ...  /~ .. - 10  - 20. I.  76 
CONJ!'BHENCE  ON  INTERNATIONAL  ECONOI\IJTC  CO-OP~ATION 
The  Cotmcil  a.nd  the  Commission  a?;reed  to  nominate 
as  representatives of the  European Econo;nic  Com.rnUtJ.i ty  ·· 
Mr  R.  V\'ELLENSTEIN,  to  e.ct  as  joint  Chairmen of the 
Com1nission  on  Development,  ancl  Mr  A.  DOl\IDJ~JJINGER 1  to. act 
as  Joint  Chairman of the  Commission  on  Financial Affairs. 
The  Cotmcil  also  a:;;reed  on  the  internal :procedural 
an(l  orge.nizational  ];n~ovisions to  ,:;overn. Community  activity 
co~nected with this  Conference. 
The  Cou...ncil  to0k note of the  degree  of preparation 
of the  Community  position for the meetin:s  o:f  Joint 
Chairmen  on  26  Janua~cy 1976 9  an/t  of the meetinr; of the 
Commissions  on  11  February  1976. 
89  e/76  CPresse  6)  1.U1V.',/AH/i j  /  ...  ,.  ... - 11  - 20. I.  76 
INTERNATIONAL  FUND  FOR  AGRICULTURAL  DEVELOPmENT 
After discussing the  question of Commu_1'li ty participation 
in the  IFAD,  the  Council  instructed the  Pen1m~18:1t Representatives 
Cornmi ttee to  consider the matter further. 
89  e/76  (Presse  6)  pa3  •  ••  /  0. 0 
'· -I- 20.I.76 
LISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the official  langu~ges of the 
Communities 
the Regulation on  the  opening,  allocation and  administration of 
a  Community  tariff quota for unwrought  magnesi~~ falling 
within subheading No  77.01  A of the  Common  Customs  Tariff; 
- the Regulation fixing indicative ceilings and  establishing 
Community  supervision of imports of certain products 
originating in EFTA  countries  (1976); 
- the Decision (of the Representatives  of the  Governments  of 
the  !~ember States of the European  Coal  and  Steel  Community) 
establishing the supervision of imports  of certain ECSC 
products originating in Sweden  and  Austria  (1976); 
- the Directives 
-on the  approximation of·the laws  of the  I.Iember  States 
relating to the making-up by weight  or volume  of 
certain prepackaged  products; 
- relating to  a  derogation accorded  to  the  Kingdom  of 
Denmark  relative to the rules governing turnover tax 
and  excise duty applicable in international travel? 
on reciprocal recognition of navigability licences for 
inl~~d waterway vessels; 
- the Decisions  authorizing the  Cornnission to 
participate in the negotiations for the  conclusion of  a 
Convention on  the protection of the PJ1ine  against 
chemical pollution; 
- op~n negotiations with India and  Bangladesh for the 
conclusion of new  agreements  on  trade in jute products. 
0 
0 
89  e/76  (Presse  6)  mcg/AH/ved  ...  / ... - II -
20.I.76 
The  Cmmcil  alrJo  2.dopted  in the  offici2.l languages  of 
·the  ConEltmi ties 
- the  Regv~a  ti  ons 
- on  the  safegtc2.rcl neasures provided for in the ACP-EEC 
Convention of Lone; 
- on  the  system for  ~uaranteeing the  stabilizRtion of 
export  earnin::;:=J  fr0::1  certain conunodi ties  ·iJo  benefit 
the  ACP  Stat·es  cmd  the  Overseas  Countries  and 
·Territories associated with the  Corl'.lmmi t:r; 
- the  Decision of the Representatives  of the  GoverP~ents of 
the  Member  States of  the  European  Coal  and  S·t;eel  Conunun.i ty 
on  the  opening  of  tC'Lriff  preferences for products within 
the  province  of that  CoE1nuni ty originating in the  Overseas 
Cou.ntries  and  Territories associated wi  ~h the  community. 
The  CourlCil  also  si::;nified its agreement  to  the 
arrangements  applic2.blc  to  imports  of rtun  origine,ting in the 
OCT  as  from  1  March  1976~ 
0 
0  0 
Further to  the  Contuission  communication  concerning the 
genercl  application of  the  consultation procedure for 
co-operation agreements  este,blished  by  the  Decision of 
22  Jv~y 1974,  the  Council  agreed  that this consultation 
procedure  should  now  extend. to co-operation agreenents 
between IIeuber  State;;  2-nd  c::ll  third countries. 
0 
0  0 
89  e/76  (Presse  6)  grc:/AH/mf  •  • ./  •  a  • ~ III - 20oi.76 
The  Council  appointed as  members  of  the  ECSC  Consultative 
CoiDJni ttee, 
- on  a  proposal by the Confederation des  Syndicats  Chretiens 
de  Belgique,  Mr  Emile  VANDENDRIESSCHE,  to replace  the 
late Mr  OOMS  until the  end  of his period of office, 
i.e.  24  June  1976~ 
-on a  proposal by  the British Government,  MrL.F.  TIDD, 
Director and Secretary.  British Iron and  Steel Consumer's 
Association,  to replace the late Nr FRYE  until the  end 
of his period of office,  i.e.  24  June  1976. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  appointed Mr  F.F.  JARVIS,  a  member  of 
the  General  Council  and  General Secretary of the National 
Union  of Teachers,  as  a  member  of the Management  Board of 
the  European Centre for the  Development  of Vocational 
Training,  for the period ending on  13  October 1978. 
89  e/76  (Presse 6)  unw/AH/ja COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
381st  meeting of the  Council 
- Foreign Affairs  -
Brussels,  9  February  1976 
President:  1VIr  Gaston  THORN, 
·Minister for Foreign Affairs . 
of the  Grand  Duchy  of  Lux~mbourg 
169/76  (Presse  8) - 2  -
The  GovernmentB -of  -the  Member  States and the  Commission 
of the European Communities  were  represented as follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr Renaa  t  VAN  ELSLANDE 
Denmark: 
Mr Ivar N,0RGAARD 
Mr  Jens.  CHRISTENSEN 
Germany: 
Mr  Hans-Dietrich GENSCHER 
Mr  Hans-JUrgen WISCHNEWSKI 
France: 
n~ Jean SAUVAGNARGUES 
Ireland: 
Mr  Garret  FITZGERALD 
Mr Justin KEATING 
Italy: 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for External Economic 
Relations and  Nordic Affairs 
State  Secretary 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Federal Minister for Foreign 
Affairs 
Th'linister  of State, 
Federal Foreign Office 
Minister for ForeignAffairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Industry and 
Commerce 
Mr  Mariano  RUMOR  Minister for Foreign Affairs 
169  e/76  (Presse  8)  ton/JP/jj  •••  / ••• Luxembourg: 
Mr  Gaston  THORN 
Netherlands: 
Mr  Max  VAN  DER  STOEL 
Mr  Laurens  Jan BRINKHORST 
United  Kingdom: 
Itt James  CALLAGHAN 
Commission: 
~tt Frangois-Xavier  ORTOLI 
Sir Christopher  SOM~S 
rtr  George  THOMSON 
1~ Claude  CHEYSSON 
Mr  Guido  BRUNNER 
r!Jr  Albert  BORSCHETTE 
Mr  P.J.  LARDINOIS 
0 
- 3  -
0 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary for Foreign 
Affairs 
Secretary of State for Foreign 
and  Commonwealth  Affairs 
President 
Vice-President 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 
0 
169  e/76  (Presse  8)  ton/JP/jj  0  ••  /  ••• - 4  - 9.II.76 
ENERGY  PROBLEMS 
The  Council took note  of a  statement by  Titr  ORTOLI,  President 
of the  Commission,  in which he  outlined the main points  of the 
communication  and reports  on  energy  problems  which the  Commission 
submitted to the  Council  on  20  January. 
The  President  of the  Council  stressed the importance  and 
urgency  of mrudng  progress in working  out  a  Co~nunity energy 
policy and  noted that  a  Council meeting on  energy was  scheduled 
to tru{e  place during the first fortnight in ~~ch. 
169  e/76  (Presse  8)  ton/JP/ved  ...  ; ... - 5  - 9  .. IIa76 
CONFERENCE  ON'  INTERNATIONAL  ECONO!:ITC  CD-OPERATION 
The  Cotu~cil prepared the  Comnunity  positions for the 
meetings  of the four  Commissions  of the  Conference  on 
International Economic  Co-operation which are  due  to begin in 
Paris  on  11  February. 
The  Council  approved the guidelines to  be  followed  by 
the  Community  spokesmen in the talks  on the work  progra.rr.JJle 
for  each  Cor~ussion. 
169  e/76  (Presse  8)  ton/JP/ved  .  ..  / ... ..  6  - 9oii.?6 
DIRECT  ELECTIONS 
The  Council noted that the Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  was  to submit  to  it~  at its meeting  on  1  and 
2  March~  a  general report  on  the question of direct elections 
to the European Parliament.  This report  should  enable the 
Council to hold a  fruitful discussion on  this important 
matter in preparation for  a  decision at the meeting of the. 
European Council  on  1  and  2  April. 
The  Col.ll1cil  again discussed the problem  of the allocation 
· of seats. 
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PROBLEiiiS  FOR  TH:8  FISHING  INDUSTRY  RAISED  BY  TH}~ 
ESTABLISHliENT  OF  200-IULE  ECONOMIC  ZONES 
The  Council heard  a..."l  interim oral report  by the 
Chairman  of the  Permanent Representatives  Co~nittee 
concerning the preparatory talks already held  on  the 
matter  and  noted that the  Com2ission intended to  sub1nit 
concrete proposals  on  new  Community  arrangements in the 
near future. 
The  Cotmcil instructed the Permanent  Representatives 
Co~nittee to resume  work  on  the matter vdthout  delay with 
a  view to preparing for  a  thorough Council discussion  of 
the·matter later. 
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GATT  MULTILATERAL  TRADE  NEGOTIATIONS~  TROPICAL  PRODUCTS 
Noting that the necess2ry discussions with  a  view to 
preparing the  Community  offer.for tropical products in the 
framework  of the  GATT  ~~ltilateral trade negotiations were 
already under  way,  the  Com~cil reaffirmed its vdll to decide 
on  this offer after the  debate  to be  held  on  the matter at 
its meeting  on  1  and  2  I\1archo 
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The  Council  adopted the  decision authorizing the 
Commission to  open negotiations with  Canada with  a  view to 
concluding  fra~ework agreement  for  economic  and  co~nercial 
co~operation betvveen  the  Community  and  Canada. 
The  agreement  to be nesotiated will not replace the 
already existing agree.oents  between· the J:,1eDber  States  and 
Canada~  but  will give  them  a11  additional Community  dimension. 
The  competence  of filember  States to act bilaterally in 
economic  co-·operation will not  be  affected. 
The  agreement  would  allovv for further  development;  no 
field of  economic  co~operation would  be  excluded  a  priori, 
and  concrete  opportunities for  co~operation would  be 
explored in the Joint  Conmti.ttee.  To  this end,  the  Community 
v1ould  base its position on  conunon  positions worked  out 
beforehand in accordance  vvith  Co~nuni  ty procedures. 
Whenadopting its decision,  the  Council  expressed 
satisfaction that the  way  I'Tas  now  open for  an  agreement  which 
would facilitate  closer links between the  Conununity  and 
Canada  and  would  add  a  nevv  dimension to those  already 
existing between  Canada  <:mc1  each of the i\Iember  States. 
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AID  FOR  THE  DISASTER  VICTIES  IN  GUATEI;IAL.A. 
The  Council devoted  attention to the situation in 
Guatemala after the  earthquru~es which have  devastated the 
countryo  It decided to  set up  a  working party which would 
have  the task of determining how  to implement  emergency 
Community  aid measures  and to  co-ordinate as far as possible 
aid projects ·by  individual IV.Iember  Stateso 
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GREECE'S  REQUEST  FOR  ACC~SSION 
After noting- in accordance  with the  provisions 
of  the  Treaties -the Commission's  opinion with regard 
to Greece's request for accession,  the  Council  stated 
that it was  in favour  of this request. 
It agreed that the preparatory talks essential to 
the  establishment  of  a  common  basis for negotiation should 
take place as  soon as possible in a  positive spirit. 
It  instr~cted the  Permanent  Representatives  Cormnittee 
to prepare its discussions to this  end,  vnth the 
assistance  of  the  Commission. 
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The  Council adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Communi ties, 
- the Regulations 
maill"Gaining in effec·~ interim protective measures 
adop·~ed regarding imports of certain textile products 
originating in the  Republic of Korea; 
- concluding the  Agreement  in the  form of an exchange 
of letters relatine to  .Article  3  of Protocol  No  8  to 
the  Agreement  between the  Europe an Economic  Corrum.mi ty 
and  t:1e  Portuguese  Republic  (tomato preserves); 
- to·lially suspending until  28  March  1976  Common  Customs 
Tariff duties  on seed potatoes falling wi Jl.ihin  sub-
heading 07 .,01  A I  and  new potatoes falling within 
subheading 07.01  A II (a); 
- the Resolution of the  C01.mcil  and  of the Ministers of 
Education,  meeting within the  Council,  comprising an 
action programme  in the  field of education;  ( 1.) 
The  Council also  adopted,  in the  official languages  of 
the  Communities, 
- the  Decision on import  arrangments  for products 
falling within subheading  22.09  C I  of the  Common  Customs 
Tariff originating in the  Overseas  Countries  and  Territories 
associated with the  European Economic  Community; 
- the  Regu.lation on the  opening,  allocation e.nd  administration 
of a  Comrnun.i ty tariff quota for  these products  .. 
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The  Council  adopted,  in the official languages  of the 
Communities, 
the Regulations 
amending the provisions on trade union righ}js· or-workers 
cont'J.ined in Regula:tion  (EEC)  No  1612/68 on freedom of 
movemeJYii  for  workers  wi·!ihin the  Community~  · 
- on the  compilation of st:1tistics on foreign vro:rkers P 
the  Decision on intervention  b~/ the  European Social  Fund  in 
favour of persons  occupied in the textile and  cloJGhing 
industries; 
- the  Resolution 011  an action programme  for migrant workers 
and  members  of their families 
- the  Directive  on the  in1plementation of the principle of equal 
treatment for men  and  women  as regards  access  to  employment, 
.voc:J.tion'J.l  tra.ining and  adv1.ncement,  and  working conditions. 
0 
0  0 
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The  Conncil gave  the  assents requested by the  Commission, 
pursuant to 
Article  56  (2)(a)  of the  ECSC  Treaty  (Vald.  Birn Ltd., 
United Kingdom); 
- Article  55  (2)(c)  of the  BCSC  Treaty  on  the  advisability 
of making  over funds  derivint~ from  ECSC  levies to  coal 
research programmes) 
- the  second  para:~raph of  Article  54  of the  ECSC  Treaty 
to the finm1cing  of the  construction of  a  coal--fired 
thermal po·wer  station  ("50  mW)  in MUnster  by the 
Stadtwereke  f!Illilster  GmbH; 
-Article 55  (2)(c)  of the Treaty establishing the  European 
Coal  a11.d  Steel Community  on  the  advisability of :<sranting 
financial aid to  12  tecltnical research projects in the 
iron and  steel sector7 
the  second paragraph of Article  54  of the  ECSC  Treaty,  in 
respect  of the financing  of the  erection of  a  bulk goods 
handliiv:~ facility in the port  of Hamburg  by Hans  aport  GmbH; 
~ the  second paragraph  of Article  54  of the  ECSC  Treaty,  to 
the partial financing  of the British Steel Corporation's 
share in the  costs  of an  investment project desizned to 
extract  and pelletize iron ore  from  a  new  mine  e.t  Fire  Lake, 
Quebec  (Canada). 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal from.the  United Kingdom  Government,  the 
Council appointed Ivlrs  D.r!Io  ImNT,  Under-·Secretary in the 
Department  of Employment ,  a  member,  and  lv:tr  B.  WINICTT, 
Assistant Secretary,  Department  of Employment,  an alternate 
member,  of the  Conmri. ttee of the European  Social Fund  to 
replace  Nr  Ll~.RS3N,  full member,  who  has resigned,  and 
Mr  RHHNGTON,  alternate member,  who  has resigned,  for the 
remainder  of their term  of office,  i .. e.  until 28  October  1977. 
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On  a  proposal from the  Belgian Government,  the  Council 
appointed  Nr  Jean  GAYETOT,  Sccretaire National  c1e  la Federation 
Generale  du  Travail de  Belgique,  a  member  of the  Corm ttee of 
the  European Social  Funcl  to replace Nr  GENOT9  member,  who  has 
resigned,  for the remaindel'  of his term of office, i.e. until 
28  October  1977. 
On  a  proposal  from the  German  Government,  the  Council 
appointed I.ir  Bli.RTH,  Regierungsdirektor,  Bundesrninisterium fiir 
Wirtschaft,  an alternate member  of the  Committee  of the 
European Social Fund,  to replace  N.1r  NEHRING,  alternate member, 
for the period  ending on  28  October  1977. 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal from  the Italian  Pe~~anent Representation, 
the  Com1cil  appointed Dott.  Nicola FIORE,  Inspettore Dirigentc, 
l1inistero del  Lavoro  e  della Providenza Sociale,  a  mer.-tber  of the 
r:Ianagement  Board  of the  European  Centre for  tho  Development  of 
Vocational  Training,  in the  Government  representatives  category, 
to replace fir ALJ!ERIGO,  who  has  taken up other duties,  for the 
period  ending  15  October  1978. 
0 
0  0 
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Ox!  a  pl:uposaJ_  fi·om -the  Unit-ad  IG.ngdom  Government, 
the  Council appointed  J.V'"rr  R. w.  SEABOURN,  International 
Relations Division,  Department  of Health and  Social 
Security,  a  full member  of the Advisory Committee  on 
Social Security for Migrant  Workers,  to replace 
Mr  PARROTT,  full member,  who  has resigned,  for the 
remainder  of his term of  office i.e. until  28  April  1976. 
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COMMUNITY  LOANS 
Actingon a  proposal  from the «ommission,  the Council 
today approved,  on  the basis of Regulation No  397/75  of 
17 February 1975P  a  loan to Ireland of VS  $300  million and 
laid down  the  economic  policy conditions to  be  observed  by 
Ireland.  The  Co1mcil will formally  adopt  the Decision as 
soon as all the conditions  of the loan to be Wlderwritten 
by the CommWlity  have  been agreed upon  between  the 
Commission  and  the lender or lenders. 
Acting on  a  proposal  from the Commission,  submitted 
verbally at the meeting by Mr  HAFERKAMP,  Vice-President  of 
the  Commission,  the Council authorized the Commission, 
pursuant  to Article 2  of Council Regulation No  397/75  of 
17 February 1975  on  Community  loans,  to  open negotiations 
with a  view to raising a  loan of one  thousand million 
US  dollars for Italy on  the international market  and  asked 
the Commission  to take  the necessary steps so  that  the 
decision on  the  conclusion of this transaction and  the 
corresponding loan to Italy could be  adopted at the Council 
meeting  on 15  March  1976. 
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EXPORT  CREDITS 
The  Council  discussed the problems  of official support 
for  export  credits. 
It noted that  the  Comraission  proposed  ·ijo  submit  proposals 
on  this subject. 
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The  Co1.:.11cil  gave  the  co:1:Jul  te.tian  reque::-rt·3c1  iJ:r  the 
Commission  ::;rL:.rcn.:.c-illt  to  Al~ticlc 61 (6)  of the  ECSC  TTeaty 
on  the  2.c~visc-.'oility of  G.ppl:rii.1t;  a  measure  introducing 
miniTillli!l  pr:i.ces  nithin the  COI:'ll.lOn  r.Iarket  for steel lJl"Oducts. 
It r12.s  c.c;reed  that  l.Jefo:c
1e  taking a  decision  on  the 
introduction  of  a  minimw.1  p:c~~.ce  system the ConK:isr:;ion 
should  consl:.lt  the Counci1  o.cc,:m  on  the  level of  such prices. 
2 34  e/76  (J?resse 12)  ott/SL:S/2  .. nc  o  •  • I  •  •  • 
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The  other i terns  on  the a.zenda:  "Economic  ci  tu<::.tion  :in 
the  Comrmmi·i;~~n  2nd  "Budgot2..lJT  t'.nit  of ·account"  nilJ.  be 
discussed  2.·c  ·che next Council ll1eetli1g  on  econoilic  <-'2ld 
'"'34  el7r:  fn-~e"'s  12)  ot-~- 1S77'--'  -'~~-'c  .::::.  1  0,.  ,..c  .L  -·~· e  v1  ~..:.!...J/  ~  .. .:. 
I 
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L~ISCELLANEOUS DECISIONS 
The  Council  adop-ted  the Decision authorizing the 
Commission  to  open negotia·Gions with India for the 
conclusion of  a  new  agreement  on  trade in coir products. 
0 
0  0 
· The  Cmmcil  recorded its agreement  to  a  Co!llim.mity 
delegation participating in the  Conference ill London,  due  to 
take place  on  19  February  1976,  with a  view to  drawing up 
the  text  of  the  Protocols  on  the third extension of the 
1971  International Wheat  Agree:nent. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  gave  the  assent  requested by  the  Comruission 
under Article 95,  first paragl'aph of the  ECSC ·Treaty to 
enable. the Commission  to  take  a  decision regarding ·the 
Conununi ty  system of aid from  ·tihe  Member  States for ·l;he  coal 
mining industry. 
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The  Governments  of the Liember  S·liates  and  the  Commission  of 
the European Conununities  were  represented by  the  following: 
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FIXING  OF  PRICES  AND  CONNECTED  ~lJEASURES 
Continuing its discussions  on the fixing of agricultural 
prices for  1976/77 and  connected measures,  the  Council 
examined in detail the most  important  problems  arising in 
the various  specific sectors  and  the so-called "horizontal" 
- i.e. agri-monetary - measures. 
The  basic purpose  of the  discussion was  to  determine 
more  accurately the key  problems  to  be resolved if an overall 
solution was  to  be  worked  out  at the'next meeting on agri-
cultural questions,  the discussion thus involved in particular 
cereals  (distinction between wheat  of bread-making quality  &~d 
fodder wheat,  durum  wheat,  the  prices of other cereals  w1d 
rice),  milk and  milk products  (absorbing of surpluses etc.) 
beef  and veal  (system of guarantees  to be  provided  - the 
question of  premiun1s)  and  oils  and fats  (price level and level 
of aid for olive oil production). 
The  Council noted that  considerable thought  and 
complicated technical preparations were  needed before  a 
solution to  the various  problems  could be  reached  and  agreed 
to postpone its next meeting,  planned for  23/24  February, 
to  2/3  March. 
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In view  of  the  fact  that this meeting will  take  place 
after the  close  of  the  1975/76 milk year as  originally laid 
down,  the  Council  extended  the milk year by  two  weeks,  up  to 
'· 
14  March  1976.  For purchases made  by  the  intervention agencies 
in the milk  sector during the  period  1  to  14  I.Tarch  1976,  these 
agancies will  pay vendors,  over and  above  the  purchase  price for 
the  1975/76 milk year,  a  S'LUTl  equal  to  the  difference  between 
that purchase  price  and  the  purchase  price for  the  beginning 
of the  1976/77 milk year. 
•..r... 
The  Council  has  also fixed  14  March  as  the  end  of  the 
marketing year for beef  81ld veal,  and without prejudice  to 
final  decisions in this field,  it has  authorized the  grant  to 
l.vS 
producers  of adult bovine  animals  of a  national  premium  of 
77.06  UA  from  1  March  to that date.  If the  Council  should 
adopt  a  new  system  of premiUhiS  for the  1976/77 marketing year 
similar to  those  proviCted for in Regulation No  464/75,  the 
rules laid down  for any  financing of these  premiwns  shall be 
applied in a  similar fashion  to  the  correspondinG premiums 
applicable  during the  period from  1  to  14  march  1976.  As 
regards  the  system  of premiums  for the birth of  calves,  the 
Council  has  agreed  that this should  be  continued until  the 
end  of the marketing year as laid down  ini  tiall~r,  that is 
'Lmtil  4  April next. 
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POTATOBS 
Owing  to the  problems  in securing supplies  of  potatoes 
for the  Cownunity  market,  the Council adopted the Regulation 
introducing a  tax on  exports  of ware  potatoes  and  on  non-
certified seed potatoes to non-member  countries.  This tax 
amounts  to 15  UA/100  kg. 
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EMERGENCY  AID  FOR  LEBANON 
The  Council  agreed on  emergency  aid for Lebanon.  This 
aid totals 1  MUA  and  comprises  a  financial  contribution of 
100,000  UA  to  be paid to  the  International Red  Cross  for 
supplies of medicines  and  surgical  equipment  and  food  aid 
amounting  to  3,589  tonnes of cereals,  200  tonnes of butteroil 
and  250  tonnes  of skimmed  milk powder. 
The  necessary practical arrangements  will be  made  to 
ensure  that this aid reaches  Lebanon  quickly. 
This  aid is in addition to  that agreed bilaterally by 
the Member  States for  Lebanon  in the last few months  • 
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The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  Regulations: 
fixing the  Community  producer price  for  tunny  (whole,  not 
weighing more  than 10  kg per piece  - 677  UA/tonne)  intended 
for the  canning industry for the  1976  fishing year  (period 
from  1  march to  31  December  1976); 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2759/75  in respect  of the 
reference  period for  calculating the  levy and the sluice-
gate  price for pig  carcases~ 
- amending Regulations  (EEC)  No  2764/75  and  No  2766/75  in 
respect  of the reference  period for  calculating the  levy and 
the  sluice-gate price  for  pig carcases; 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2771/75  in respect  of the 
reference  period for calculating the  levy and the  sluice-gs~e 
price for  eggs~ 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2777/75  in respect  of the 
reference  period for  calculating the  levy and the  sluice-gate 
price for  poultrymeat~ 
- amending Regulations  (EEC)  No  2773/75  and  No  2778/75  in 
respect  of the  reference  period for calculating the  levies 
and sluice-gate prices for eggs  and  poultrymeat. 
The  Council also adopted in the official languages  of 
the  Communities  Regulations 
- temporarily  and  partially suspending the  autonomous  Common 
customs Tariff duty  on  foliage  of asparagus  plwnosus  falling 
within subheading ex  06.04 B  I~ 
- temporarily and totally suspending the  customs  duty applicable 
in the  Community  as  originally constituted on  foliage  of 
asparagus  plumosus  falling vrithin  subheading ex 06.04  B I 
imported  from the  new  Me1nber  States. 
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President~  Mr  marcel  MART 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
of the  Grand-Duchy  of Luxembourg 
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The  Governments  of the  Hember  States  ancl  the  Commission of 
the  European Comnrunities  were  represented  by  the  following: 
!!~lgi!!!!= 
l'>Tr  Gaston GEENS 
;Q~~§.!!s= 
ThTr  Jens  CHRISTENSEN 
Q~ma~: 
Mr  Hans  Hilger HAUNSCHII,D 
Mr  Michel  d 1 ORN&.lllO 
~,Tr  Justin KE.4.TING 
Mr  Mario  PEDINI 
!!~~~!rl2Q.~!g: 
State  Secretary for the Budget 
and Policy on Science 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign .tct'fairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Research and  Technology 
Minister for Industr;;r  and  Research 
Il'Iinister  for Industry and  Commerce 
Minister for  Scientific  Research 
~Jr  rHarcel  Ml.RT  Minister for Economic  Affairs 
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!ilr  FoH.P.  TRIP 
Mr  Laurens  Jan  BRINKHORST 
!Jr!~~~£L~~i-BG£.2!!1: 
ll'lr  Alexander  l.V.iADIE 
Mr  Neil  Clill.MICHAEL 
WJ.r  Guido  BRUN:t.TER 
0 
0  0 
24.!I.76 
Minister for Hesearch 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry  of Foreign Affairs 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary, 
Department  of Energy 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary, 
Department  of  Industry 
Member 
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BIOLOGY  AND  HEALTH  PROTECT~QN PROGRA1Thill 
The  Council  signified its agreemen-(;  to  a.  mul  ti-amtt\al 
Community  research  programrr~  1976-1980 in the  field of biology 
health protection. 
~1e aim of the  programme is to  supplement,  extend  and 
further scientific and  technical know-how  necessary for 
assessing and updatinc; permissible ·,human,)·radiratioit··Tevels  and 
the  contami-natiOJi levels of the various environmental--components. 
and,  secondly,  to improve  the practical organization of·rad.io 
protection by member  States. 
This objective 'IYill  entail carrying out  studies on the 
effects of radio-active  contamination on man  and  the  entrirooment 
the  effects of radia·t;ion on living matter·,  methods  and  dosimetry. 
These projects will for  the  most part be  carried out by 
means  of association or cost-sharing contrac·t;s  and in part by 
the  Commission Biology Group  at Ispra  .. 
A total of 39  million units of  accm.mt has been earmarl::ed 
for this programme~ the  staff complement is set at 68. 
The  Council has  not  yet  tal~:en  any  decision as  regards  the 
pro;Tamme  on applications. 
The  Commission reserved the  right  to  examine  the possibility 
of including such action under general agricultural resec;.rch. 
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ENVIRONTVIENT  PROGRAJVIT/LE 
The  Council  signified its agreement  to  the multi-annual 
cnvirorun~mtsJ. research aud  development  programme  of the 
European Economic  Corrummi ty  covering a  five-year period as 
from  1  January 1976.  This  involves  indirect ad;  ion~  which 
signifies that  the  research ·vwrk  will  be  carried out  by means 
of contract. 
The  main  aim  of  such research work will.be  to  acquire 
the scientific and  technical  lmow-how necessary for 
implementation of the  environmental progranu;1e  of the European 
Communities.  It will  cover  the  following  four areas: 
- research designed to  establish ;criteria (exposure/effect 
ratios) .for pollutants  s.ncl  11otentially toxic  chemicals; 
-research and  development  on  enviroilnlentalinformation 
management,_  with partict1lar reference  to  chemicals likely 
to  contaminate  the  environment  (ECDHJ  project) i  . 
- research and  development  on  the  reduction and prevention 
of  polluta..~ts  and ntlisances,  including the  application  of 
"clean';  technologies~ 
- research and  development  related to  the  protection and 
improvement  of the natural environment.· 
Certain studies  of a  ~eneral nature  may  ol.so  be  under-
tg,ken. 
An  ammmt  of  16  million units  of  account  hc,s  been 
earmarked for this procrai'illile; .  the staff complement  is set 
at  10. 
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The  Council reco:nled its agreement  to the  EEC  multi-annual 
research programme  - 5  years  as  from  1  Januo.r:v- 1976 - for 
reference  materials  a.nd  methods  ( Co~mni  ty Bureau of Reference)., 
This is an indirect action and  hence  tl~e  necessary  surveys 
and  laboratory  actj_ vi  ties will be  carried out under  contrac·ii. 
The  aim of the prograr:rune  will be  to . strengthen,  co-ordinate, 
harmonize  and  supplement  national efforts in the field of 
reference  materials and  methods  of m:::asurement., 
T'ne  aim is to  include: 
- characterization of mat;e:cials; 
- inventory and definition of requirements  for  new  certified 
reference materials  ( CRh~); 
- technical  specifications of  CRM; 
- perfecting and  prepa:;.n2.tion of  CIDII; 
- organiz2.tion of  inte::.:--·laborato:,·.-~r  comparisons; 
- European certifi.c2.tion r.f  the  technical characteristics of  cum~ 
- approval of laboratories  and. 
the  activities of  a  Secretariat. 
A maximum  of  2.t7  million units of account  and  a  staff of 7 
will be  allocated to  ·i:;his  objective. 
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0 
0  0 
T}~c  -t:b.rse  indir~ct p-:::--cg;:-a.m.mes  on which  the  Co1.mcil 
has  rscor-led its ag:r8Gffit.:::at  i:;xl  iJ.de  a  review  clause for their 
harmonization,  if necessary,  with the new  progre.r::,me  for 
dire8t actions,  from  the beginning of 1977 at the latest. 
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THEID,mNUCLEAR  FUSION  PROGRAI.IJliE 
The  Council  conducted  a  detailed examination of the 
various  aspects  of the multi-annual  Coi!lllluni  t~,r  programme  for 
1976  to  1980  in the  field of controlled thermo-nuclear  and 
plasma physics.  At  the  conclusion of its discussions  the 
Council  reached  agreement  on  the basic features  of the 
·,programme,  including. the  budget  of  124  IIIUA,  leaving aside 
the  section concerning the  JET  project.  It was  agreed that 
this  progr&~~e would  be  implemented within the limit of the 
1976  tranche  of 20.8  ~ruA. 
As  regards  the  JET  project,  which is of particular 
importance  as  regards  controlled thermo-nuclear fusion,  the 
Council,  despite  a  measure  of progress  as  regards  the  budget 
involved,  was  unable  to  reach  a  final  decision on  the location 
of the project. 
It was  therefore  agreed that discussions  on  the matter 
would  be  continued at the next meeting on  research questions 
on  18  June. 
The  Cou~cil agreed to set up  an Advisory Committee  on 
the  fusion programme. 
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·MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Crnnmunities  the  Decision authorizing the  extension or tacit 
renewal  of  certain trade  agreements  concluded  between  the 
Member  States  and  third countries. 
The  Council  adopted the substance  of the  Regulation 
concluding the Agreement  between the  Europeffil  Economic 
Community  and  Hong  Kong  on  trade  in textiles. 
The  Council  authorized the  Commission  to  open 
negotiations  on  textiles with the  Arab  Republic  of Egypt 
and  Thailand  and  adopted negotiating directives to that 
end. 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official  lru~guages  of the 
Communities  the  Decisions  authorizing Ireland to adopt 
safeguard measures  in respect  of shoes  having natural 
leather uppers  impor·t;ed  from  Finland~  Iceland,  Austria, 
Norway,  Switzerland and  Sweden. 
The  Colll~cil  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Reg~uations 
- extending to other products  the  Annex  to Regulation 
(EEC)  No  109/70 establishing common  rules for imports 
from  State-trading cotmtries; 
- adding new  products  to  Column  2  of the lis·ii  contained 
in Annex  I  to Ret;ulation  (EEC)  No  1439/74  on  common 
rules for imports. 
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The  Council  also  adopted in the  official lru1e:,ruages  of 
the Cormnunities  the  Reg~lation suspending application of the 
condition on prices  governing the  importation into the 
Community  of fresh  lemons  originating in Cyprus,  Spain, 
Israel,  r'Iorocco,  the  Arab  Republic  of Egy-pt,  Tul1isia and 
Turkey in accordance  with agreements  between the 3uropean 
Economic  Commt.mi ty and  each of these  countri8s. 
0 
c  0 
Acting  on  a  proposal by  the French  Government  the 
Council  appointed I':1r  COURSAULT-DURAND,  Deputy DiT,:;ctor, 
Sub-Directorate for Industrial Accidents 1  Special Schemes  and 
Wutual  Insurance,  Mi=.ietry  of Labour,  as full member  of tho 
Advisvry Conm1ittee  on Safety,  Hygiene  and Health Protection 
at Work  in place  of Mrs  l'BTTE:::t,  vvho  has  resig:LJ.ed,  for  the 
remainder of the  latte~•s term of office,  viz. w1til 
4  TTay  1978. 
0 
0  0 
Acting  on  a  propoD:Jl  by the  French  Gover11.ment  the Council 
appointed Mr  P.  LEONARDI  a  member  of the  Advioory Committee 
of the Euratom Supply A:::;ency  in place  of L'Ir  Y.  GIRARD,  who 
has  resigned,  for  the  remainder of the  latter~s term of office, 
viz. until  31  Decembe~ 1976o 
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GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
385th meeting  of  the  Council 
- Foreign Affairs  -
Brussels?  1  and  2  March  1976 
President:  Mr  Gaston  THORN? 
Minister :for  Foreign Affairs 
of the  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg 
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The  GovelnrJent s  of  the l·:em·)er States and  the Commission  of 
·iJlle  Europecm  COL1El').:nities  were  re:presented as  follorm: 
Belviur,1:  ---0---
Er Renaat  Vi'J~  ELSL.L.NDE 
De..."lmark: 
c·,.~  I  Nl?iDG!- •'T'D  l..J..l  V8.1...  ;uJ.L  .1."--"".:....'..L 
Q~:!_"l.!}~..gY.: 
I:Ir  Hans  .. -Dietrich  G:o::J.rsCHER 
rir Hans-Jurc;en  .iii.iCHNEWSKI 
Ire1<.md: 
~:J:r  Garret  FITZG~~!?L.LD 
.!:t~:;!:;y:: 
Lir t:ari2nJ  D.DLOH 
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l~inister for  Fo:c~eic;.r1  t..ffairs 
i:'tinister for  J~xten1o.l Economic 
.:  .. ffe.irs 
State Sec rete.ry, 
I.:inj.st ry  of Foreign Lffairs 
Federal i\'Iinister for Foreign 
Affairs 
I\linister of State, 
Federal Foreio:1  Office 
Minister for Forej_CJ1  Lffairs 
State S ecreta.ry 
Jt:iinistry of Forej_01 Lffairs 
t=inister for Forci().1 l.,ffairs 
I'.iinister for  Ind1~stry end 
Commerce 
j1:~inister for  Fore~.::;1 ldfairs 
•  4:  .;·  0  0  • Luxembourr:~  _________  Q 
I.1r  Gaston  TI-IO!":N 
ti~!gg.r.±~Q§~ 
'lEr Max  VJJ\f  D~.:;n  8TOEL 
J~~:h!~9:-~E..!J2;££iE: 
T.lr  James  CLLI,~·:.GE~U'T 
:r.Ir  Peter SHOR~ 
Commission:  ----------
Llr  Frangois-Xavier ORTOLI 
Sir Christopher SOJ:JJIES 
Lir Claude  C!-I:JY:::;s OH 
,/ 
0 
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0 
rbnister for J!'ore:i.;n  Affairs 
Ihnister for Foreii):l Lffairs 
S8cr2tary of  St::~te for Foreig  ..  J. 
on a:·c ornmonwca:lit.ll. ..:;-:c.:i:':..f.ai.rs-, 
Secretc.ry  of St2:te for  ':L'l~ade 
Presicient 
Vice-Presi<lent 
I:: ember 
0 
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The  Council  heard a  statement  by  Mr  Cheysson,  who  informed 
it that  the texts of the  draft agreements  with N.iorocco  and 
Tunisiar  the negotiations on  which  were  completed  on  7  and 
9  January  1976,  were  initialled on  1  Nmrch. 
It instructed the Permanent  Representatives Committee  to 
examine  the  outcome  of the  neg<btiations  and report  back as  soon 
as possible. 
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ELECTION  OF  THE  MEI\1BERS  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  P&-qLIAMENT  BY  DIRECT 
UNIVERSAL  SUFFRAGE 
In the  light  of  the  conclusions  reached  by  the  Europeru1 
Council  of  1  and  2  December  1975,  the  Council made  a  full 
examination  of  the  problems  outstanding regarding election  of 
the  members  of the  European Parliament  by  direct universal 
suffrage.  The  Council  considered that some  of  these  problems, 
in particular the  distribution  of seats,  should  be  referred to 
the  European  Council. 
Following this  examinatio:n,  it met  a  delegation  from 
the  European Parliament  composed  of l'ilr  SPENALE,  President  of 
the  European Parliament,  1.\f.tr  RADOUX  and  Lord  GLADi'VYN,  Vice-
Presidents  of  the  Poli  ticaJ_  Affairs  Committee,  IVlr  BERTRAND, 
Member  of  the Political Affairs  Committee  and Mr  PATIJN, 
Rapporteur  on  the  Convention  on  Elections  by  Direct Universal 
Suffrage  .. 
At  the meeting the  Council  and  the  European Parliament 
delegation reviewed the various  Articles  of  the  draft 
Convention  and noted that  on  a  large number  of questions 
there was  broad agreement  between  the  two  Institutions. 
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COHFERS:NC:-::  O:T  IIrTEilNI  .. TION:_:rJ  :~COI'IOI.aC  CO-OPER..:".TICH 
The  Cot'.lJ.cil notect that  the :first  session  a·?  t}le 
Commissions  l'-cc1  been  held  h1  P2,ris  from  11  to  20  Fe"b1.,.1ary  1976. 
It  e::;:p::cecsed  its s2.tis:Cc,ction  thr;tt  the  procea(ings  hD..cl 
opened  in  o.  c;ood  atmosphere  2.nc".  at;;reed  on  a  nur,1~Je:c"  o·"' 
grrengementr::  with a  vj_e·v,  to  co~:tinuing preparo.:cion  o:~  .__ 
constn1.ctive  jo:G1t  ColrlrJu.nit:·  :;osition in  the  conte::".;  of the 
P2,ris  di2.logu.e. 
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TROPICAL  PRODUCTS 
On  the  basis of Conunission  proposals  and  in the light 
of the  outcome  of the  consultations with the  ACP  States, 
Greece  and  Turkey,  the  Cotlllcil  made  a  detailed examination 
of the  offers  vvhj_ch  the  Co!mnunity  might  n12Jr:e  for tropical 
products in the  context of the  GATT  multilateral trade 
negotiations.  The  Council 1 s  discussions  shovvecl  that some 
progress had been made  on  specific problens  but that 
further  discussion was  necessary  before  an overall offer 
could be  defined.  The  Council  agreed to  take  a  final 
decision at its next meeting.at  the latest. 
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miSCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council adopted in the  official lru1guages  of  the 
Communities  the Regulations 
- concerning import  arrangements  for  certain textile products 
originating in Hong  Kong~ 
- retaining the  authorization arrangements  for  imports  into 
Italy of malleable  cast-iron tube  and pipe fittings  originating 
in Taiwan. 
0 
0  0 
Acting  on  a  proposal from  the Irish Government,  the 
Council appointed Mr Kevin  BOID~ER,  First Secretary,  Irish 
Permanent Representation,  an alternate member  of the  Advisory 
Committee  on  Freedom  of Movement  for  Workers  to replace 
Mr  CORCORAN,  who  has  resigned,  for  the  recainder  of  the latter's 
term  of  office,  i.e. until 17  March  1977~ 
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GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
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386th Council meeting 
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Brusselsv  2  and  3  March  1976 
President~  Mr  Jean  HAMILIUS, 
Minister for Agriculture · 
of the  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg 
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276/76  (Presse  25)  Corr. 
Page  4: 
C 0  R R  I  G E N D U M 
to Press Release 
No  276/76  (Presse  25) 
of  2  and  3  March  1976 
..:.  the  third line  of  point  I  should read  as  follows: 
"2.5  points for Germany  i.e.  1  DM:  0.287287  UA" 
- point  (b)  should  be  deleted. 
Page  9:  the  fifth line  of  point  12  should read  as  follows: 
••  ·• • "  1  May  1  9 7 6 • " 
Page  16~  the last line  of  point  1  should  read~ 
•••• "Commission will submit  before  1  November  1976." 
Page  21~  Point  4  should  read  as  follows: 
"The  coefficient applicable  to  plum  tomatoes  of  the 
"San Marzano"  variety is set at 1.2." 
y 
Page  24:  I.  GRAIVIINAE  - the  following words  should  be  deleted: 
"Lolium  perenne  L.  (a  haute  persistance tardif  ou  mi-tardif)  18" 
Page  27:  in line  7  and  line  16 1  "1980 11  should  be  replaced by 
"1979". - 2  -
·rhe  Governments  of Member  States and the  Commission of the 
European Communi ties were  represented as  follows: 
~~!g~~!!l= 
Mr  Albert  LAVENS 
l?~~~r!f: 
Mr  Poul  DALSAGER 
:t'fr  Josef ERTL 
~ar Hans-Jurgen ROHR 
r.'fr  Christian BONNET 
Mr  Pierre  I'lEHAIGNERlE 
Ireland:  -------
iilr Mark  CLINTON 
J;!§.;b;y: 
Mr  Giovamli  l'IARCORA 
Mr  Arcangelo  LO  BIANCO 
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lVIinis·ber  for  Ac,o-ricul·ture 
Minister for .Agriculture 
Federal Minister for  Agriculture 
State  Secretary~ ministry 
of Agriculture 
:rtlinister for  Agriculture 
State  Secretar~r,  Ministry 
of Agriculture 
Minister for  i':..gri ct:l  ture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for  f~ciculture 
·state  Secretary  1  IiJ:iJlistry 
of Agriculture 
...  / ... - 3  -
Mr  Jean HAMILIUS 
Mr Albert  BERCHEM 
IT~~h~E!~~: 
Mr  A.P.L.M.M.  VAN  DER  STEE 
!IBlli~-!f~n~~~~ 
1~ Frederick PEART 
Mr  John MOIL.'i.IS 
Commission: 
Mr  P.J.  LARDINOIS 
•' 
0 
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Minister for Ag.ricul  ture 
State Secretary, Ministry of 
Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries and  Food 
Secretary of State for Wales 
Member 
0 
0 
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PROVISIONAL  VERSION 
After discussing the  Commission proposals  on  ·t;he  fixing 
of agricultural prices  for the  1976/1977  marketing year, 
the  Council agreed in principle  to  the  following measures: 
I. Exchange  rate  to  be  applied in agriculture 
The  Council  adopted  the  Commission  proposals  fixing 
the  moneta~r compensatory  amounts  as  follows: 
2.5 points  for Germany  i.e.  1  DM  0.288839  UA 
0.6 paints for Benelux  i.e.  1  Hfl 
0  0.293884  UA  . 
1  Fb/Flux  0.020264 UA 
6  points  for Italy  i.e. 100  Lire  0.110497UA 
2  points for Ireland  i.e.  £1  Irish  1.69653  UA 
These  new  representative  ra·tes will be  applied as 
(a)  1 August  1976  for eggs,  poultry,  egg albumin  and 
milk  albumin, 
from: 
(b)  16  September  1976  for milk  and milk products,  subject 
to  the provisions  of paragraph  2~ 
(c)  16  December  1976  for wine, 
(d)  1  JanuarJr  1977  for fishery products, 
(e)  the  beginni~g of the  1976/1977 marketing year for 
the  other produGts  for which,  on  the  day  on which 
this Regulation enters  into  force,  the  marketing year 
has  not yet begun 
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(f)  for milk,  application in full as  from  the beginning 
of the  1976/1977 marketing year, 
(g)  15  March  1976  in all other cases. 
II. Directive  on mountain and hill farming  and  farming in 
less-favoured areas 
Refund rate for the  compensatory  amount  from  the 
EAGGFt  Guidance  Section:  35%  for Italy and Ireland. 
III.  1976/77 ~rices and related measures 
The  Council agreed to  the  Commission  proposals for 
the various  sectors,  with the following amendments: 
1, Milk 
1.  The  target price for milk is increased 
(a)  by  4.5%  as  from  the beginning of the 1976/77 
marketing year 
by  3%  as  from  16  September 1976 
The  intervention prices  for butter,  skimmed 
milk  powder  and  fresh Grana are  amended  in line 
with these increases. 
(b)  Tba  Council ·invi  ted(the Ccnnission to subni  t 
to it pr9posals  for the intrluction of a  system 
of financial contributionn  by milk producers  and 
agreed to  decide  on. this  m~tter before 
1  September 1976,  with a  view to  applying the 
system as  from  the beginning of the  1977/78 
marketing year. 
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The  Commission will consult  the  Community-level 
producers'  organization when  drafting its proposals  .. 
(c)  The  Commission proposal for the  introduction of 
a  guide price for skimmed  milk powder is withdrawn. 
However,  in view of the  situation obtaining on  the 
market  in this product,  the intervention price  for 
skimmed  milk powder resulting from point  (a)  above  is 
reduced by  2%  and  by  an additional  1%  as  from 
16  September  1976 
(d)  When  applying Article  54  of the  Act  of Accession 
the United Iungdom  Government  will set the  guaranteed 
price for milk within 97%  of the  admissible maximum. 
(e)  The  intervention prices for 6  months  old Grana 
Padano  and  Parmes~~ will allow for a  10%  increase in 
the  processing costs. 
2.  The  proposal for an  amendment  to  Article  7  of 
Regulation No  804/68  on  the  extension of intervention in 
respect  of second quality skimmed  milk powder is withdrawn. 
3o  The  proposal for an amendment  to Article 5  of. 
Reg~lation No  1014/68  concerning the  resale price of 
skimmed  milk  powder held by the intervention agencies is 
vvi thdrawn. 
4.  Incorporation of  skimmed  milk  powder in animal 
feedingstuffs  as  an exceptional measure:  the proposal  for 
the obligatory purchase  of 400,000 tonnes  of skimmed  milk 
powder for u.se  in animal  feedingstuffs is adopted  • 
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5..  The  system  of  temporary aids  to private storage  of 
250,000  tonnes  of  certain protein products is adopted, 
subject  to  the  Opinion of  the European  Parlirunent~ 
\ 
The  Council  took note  of  the  Commission's  intention 
to  confine  the  storage  arrangements,  in Italy,  to  soya 
beans. 
6.  Increase  to  200,000 tonnes  of  the  mnovnt  of  ski~~ed 
milk powder  set aside for  the  food  aid progrEunme  in 1976. 
However,  Regulation No  155/75  on  the  sale of skimmed  mille 
powder  from  public  stocks for  supply  to  developing countries 
is repealed as  from  1  April  1976. 
7.  Aid for  skimrned  milk: 
!!9.~!~:  the Council  took note  of·  the  Commission's 
intention to  increase  the  amount  of such 2.id  by means  of 
the .Management  Comrai ttee procedure 
- E9.~S~!:;. the  braclcet will be  increased to  33-43  UA.  The 
Council  took note  of  the  Commission's  intention of 
setting a  minimum  rate.of 60- 65%  for aid for skimmed 
milk powder used in feedingstuffs for  calves. 
8.  The  proposal for an  amendment  to  the  basic Regulation, 
rendering optional the  grant  of aid for private  storage 
of butter,  is withdrawn. 
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9~  The  Commission's  proposal on  the  school  milk 
progr~~e is adopted. 
10..  The  Council agreed - subject to  the  Opinion of 
the  European Parliament  - to.  adopt  Regulation No  1411/71 
as  regards  the  fat  content of whole  milk  (3.5% as-from 
1  April  1976),  on  the understanding ·chat  the  Regulations 
on quality and heQlth standards  for  dri~~ing milk will 
be  adopted before  1  April  1977. 
11.  The  Council adopted  amendments  to  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1191/73  laying dovvn  general rules  for  the  granting 
of a  consumer subsidy for butter. 
Extension of present aid arrangements  until 
J0.4o1976. 
The  original  Co~mission proposal is amended  as 
follows  as  from  1.5.1976 
- the  maximum  amount  of the  aid is set at  50  UA/100  kg 
- EAGGF  contribu-cions will be: 
- 50%  for that portion of the  aid between 
0  and  10  UA/100  kg 
- O%  for that portion of aid  between 
10  and  35  UA/100  kg 
-75% for that portion of tb.e  aidbotween 
35  and  50  UA/100  kg. 
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12.  The  Commission  will  study the  question of the  continued 
sale of butter at reduced prices to  certain categories of 
consumers  (social htrtter),  and  the  question of butter 
subsidies  and will,  if necessary,  submit proposals by 
1  June  1976. 
13.  The  Council will take  a  decision before  31  July  1976, 
on  the  implementation of a  non-marketing premiui!l  for milk. 
14..  The  proposal  on  aid for whole  milk  powder is withdrawn  • 
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2.  Beef  and  Veal 
1~  Intervention arrangements 
(a)  If,  during the  1976/1977 marketing year,  the market 
price in a  region of the  Co~~unity is 95%  or more  of 
the  guide price for a  period to be  determined  (e.g.  two 
consecutive weeks),  the  Commission  may  decide,  in 
accordance with the Management  Committee  procedure,  to 
suspend intervention buying in that  region totally or 
in part. 
(b)  The  Council noted the Commiseion 1s  intention of 
adapting the  coefficients used for establishing intervention-
buying prices for beef and veal for the  duration of the 
1976/1977 marketing year. 
2.  Premiums 
(a)  Slaughter premium  for certain adult bovine  animals 
intended for  slaught.~: 
!lhe  Member  States are  authorized,  for the  duration 
of the  1976/1977 marketing year,  to  grant  premiu~s for 
the  slaughter of certain adult bovine  animals  of Community 
origin intended for slaughter._ .  .oth.er than cows. 
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The  amount  of the premium  may  under no  circrunstances 
exceed  45  UA  per adult bovine  a.l}imal  and  must  be  determined 
in such a  way  that the  sum  of the  market price recorded in 
the  Member  State  which avails itself of this authorization 
and the  amount  of the  premiQ~ actually granted do  not  exceed 
either an average level of 85%  of the  guide price or,  at 
any  given moment,  a  ceiling of 88%  of the  guide  price. 
Furthermore,  the intervention-buying price is reduced 
by the  amount  of the  premium actually granted.  The  detailed 
rules  of application will be  adopted by  the  Commission in 
accordance  with the Management  Committee  procedure. 
25%  of the  amount  of the  premiums  actually granted 
during the period from  1  September  1976  until the  end  of 
the  1976/1977 marketing year will be  borne  by the  EAGGF. 
(b)  The  Council noted the  Cominission  ~ s  intention of 
submitting a  report before  1  November  1976  on  the  respective 
me:d ts of the intervention arrangements  and the  slaughter 
premium  arrangements  and  on  the  implementation of the 
calving premium,  together with proposals,  if any. 
(c)  Member  States which  apply the  calving premium arrange-
ment.s  laid down  in Article 6  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  464/75 
will grant  a  premium for every calf born in their terri  tory 
for a  further perj.od  of  12  months. 
The  amotUlt  of this premium will be  28  UA,  charged to 
the  EA~GF and paid in a  single instalment if the  calf was 
still alive 6  months  after birth. 
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3.  The  Council  adopted  the  Commission  proposal to  enable 
export  refunds  in the beef and veal sector to  be  fixed in 
advance. 
3.  Pigrneat 
The  basic price of standard-quality pig carcases is 
increased by  8%  for the period  from  15  March  1976  to 
31  October 1977. 
Before  the  Council meeting on Agriculture in April 1976, 
the Commission will submit  a  report to  the Council  on the 
fungtioning of the sluice-gate price  (possibly  on  refunds)  in 
the  egg and poultry sector. 
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4.  Cereals 
1 ..  Prices 
COr::!MON  WHEAT 
Single intervention price 
for  common  wheat  of bread-
making quality 
Basic intervention price 
Target  price 
RYE 
Single intervention price 
Target price 
BARLEY 
Single intervention price 
Target price 
MAIZE 
Single intervention price 
Target price 
DUUUI.I  VlHEAT 
Single intervention price 
Target  price 
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1975/1976  1976/1977 
UA/t  Increase  (%)  UA/t 
125.93 
139.44 
119.76 
138.74 
110.96 
126.99 
103.43 
126.41 
190.53 
207.33 
+  9 
+  3.5 
+ 7  0  5 
+ 4o 5 
+  8.5 
+. 8.5 
+  9 
+  6 
+  5o5 
131 
152 
124 
149.15 
116 
137 .so 
112.20 
137.80 
202 
218.80 I 
/ 
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2.  During the  1976/77 marketing year there will 
be  a  drawback  of  15  UA/t  for  common  wheat for  feedo 
As  from  the  1977/78 marketing year  the  provisions 
i  laid dovvn  in the  Commission  proposal  on  intervention 
for comraon  wheat  rvill  apply. 
3.  There  will be  an  increase  of 3  UA/t,  ioeo  to 
127  UA/t,  in respect  of  intervention for  rye  of 
bread-making quality with  an amylogrruu  factor  of 
at least  200. 
4o  Durum  wheat:  the  aid  of  50  UA/ha  is to be  applied 
in all the  areas defined  in Directive 75/268/EEC 
(mountain  and hill farming  and  farming  in certain 
less-favoured areas). 
The  list of regions  eligible for aid for durum 
wheat during the  1976/77 marketing year will remain 
unchanged  for e.t  least the  following  two  marketing 
years. 
5.  Starch products 
- maintenance  of  the  production refund  s.t  its present 
level, 
supplementary measure  in a  form  to be  determined 
to  compensate  for not more  than half the  increase 
in the  price  of maize,  to be  decided before 
1  July  1976 1 
maintenance  of the balance  between the various 
starch products. 
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6  ..  Rice 
1975/1976  1976/1977 
UA/t  %  ·uA/t 
Intervention price for 
paddy rice  in Vercelli  154 .. 87  +  6  164.16 
Target price for 
husked rice in Duisburg  261.03  +  9  284.52 
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5.  Oils  and fats 
1. Olive oil 
Production ·carget price:  185 .oo  UA 
Market  target price 
Intervention price 
144.89 UA 
137.64 UA 
6.III.76 
The  Council  also  adopted  temporary arrangements 
which  concern essentially the  introduction of a  tendering 
procedure  in respect of imports,  pending new  rules  concen1ing 
the  organization of  the  olive oil market which  the 
Commission said it will submit  on  1  November  1976. 
2.  Colza,  rape  and  sunflower seed 
(a)  colza 2nd  rape  seed: 
- target price 
- intervention price 
(b)  sunflower seed! 
- targe·~ price 
- basic intervention 
price 
2'7.57  UA/100 kg 
26.77  II 
28.63  " 
27 .so  " 
In addition to  the  Commission price proposals, 
the  Council agreed  to  adopt  the  Directive  on  the  ma..'dmum 
level of erucic  acid before  31.7.1976. 
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3.  Linseed 
The  Council  adopted a specific system for linseed 
based  on  the  system currently in force  for soya beans 
and  consisting essentially in: 
-fixing a  guide ·price  at  29.UA, 
- a  system of aid BJJIOunting  to  the  differ-ence  be·t;ween  the 
guide  price  and  the  world price if the  guide  price was 
higher than  the  world price. 
These  new  rules would  require  the modification of 
Regulation No  1308/70 on  the  common  organization of the 
market in flax and  hemp. 
4o  Sova  beans 
Fixing of the  f,1.J.icte  price with  the  ss..rne  price ratio 
betwe0n  soya and maize  as  the previous year. 
5. _9otton  seed 
The  Council  agreed  to  fix the  lump-sum aid at 
103.20 UA/ha. 
;_,. 
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6.  Sugar 
1,.  Target  price for white  sugar in UA 
per 100  kg 
2,.  Intervention price for white  sugar 
in UA  per 100 kg 
3.  The  region with the largest  surplus 
consists  of the following French 
departments 
4~  Minimum  price for beet  in UA  valid for 
the region with the largest  surplus  per 
tonne  on delivery at collection centre 
5.  Standard-quality beet  are of sound,  fair 
and marketable  quality and have  a  sugar 
content  of  16~ on receipt 
6.  Notwithstanding the second subparagrayh of 
Article  25  (1)  of Regulation No  3330/74,  the 
coefficient referred to  in the first 
subparagraph of Article  25  (1)  of this 
Regulation is  1,.35 
The  threshold price is set at 
- 38.21  UA/100  kg for white sugar 
- 33.28 UA/100  kg for raw sugar 
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33.14 
Aisne,  Ois 
Somme 
24.57 
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The  Council adopted  the  Commission  proposal for a 
Regulation runending Regulation No  3330/74  on  the  common 
organization of  the market  in sugar as regards  the 
following: 
- inward  processing traffic 
- national aid authorized for Italy under Article  38 
of Regulation No  3330/74  (increased to 9.9  UA) 
- mixed  prices;  a  new Article  32a is inserted after 
Article 32  of Regulation No  3330/74  as  follows: 
"Each Member  State referred to in 
Article 32(1)  may  decide  that,  for the  1976/1977 
sugar year,  Article  30 shall not  apply in its 
territory. 
In this case: 
- Article 32  shall no  longer apply to that 
State 
-the first subparagraph  of Article  25(1)  shall 
apply for  the  marketing year concerned,  the 
coefficient being 1.25." 
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7. Fruit and vegetables 
1 •  Ci  ·crus  fruits 
(a)  Financial compensation to  apply  ·co  oranges,  mandarines, 
and  clementines  is fixed at the  following levels 
(i.e.  +  8~~  as  compared with last year1  instead 
of the  4%  proposed): 
- 8.42  UA/100  kg net for Ivioro,  Tarocco,  Ovale  Calabrese, 
Belladona,  Navel,  Valencia Late; 
7.23  UA/100  kg net for Sanguinello; 
4.  75  UA/100  leg  net for SB.J.J.guigno  and Biondo  Comune; 
- 7.23  UA/100  kg ne·i:i  for mandarines; 
-·  4.21  UA/100  leg  net for clementines. 
(b)  The  financial  compensation for lemons  is maintained 
throughout  the  1976/77  mar~eting year,  its amount 
being fixed  a·c  5.10 UA/100  kg ne·i:i  (i.e  o  +  8%  as 
compared  vd-~h 1975/76). 
2. Table  grapes  (to  be  taken  ·coge·i:iher  with  ·i;he  compromise 
on wine) 
The  proposal anonding Regulation No  1035/72 at 
present before  the  Council is modified in euch  a  way 
that a  specific withdrawal price is rnain·i:;ained  for 
products  in quality grade  I.  The  price will be  fixed 
by applying to  ·che  buying-in price  fixed  by  the  Cou..l'lcil 
an adjustment  coefficient to  be  determined in accordance 
with the  Commission/Management  Comrai·ctee  procedure  .. 
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3. Rationalization of fruit production 
(a)  1  November  1976  is set as  the  deadline for submitting 
applications for  grubbing:-up  premhm1s. 
(b)  The  scope  of gn1bbing-up  operations is extended to 
cover trees  producing apples  of  the  "Imperatore"  and 
"Starking Delicious
11  varieties. 
4.  The  coefficient applicable  to  pl~~ tomatoes is set 
at 1.2. 
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8.  Tobacco 
Norm  prices,  intervention prices and  amounts  of the  premium 
for leaf tobacco buyers,  derived intervention prices for baled 
tobacco  from  the  1976  harvest. 
Variety  · 
I Norm 
\price 
t 
Inter- 'Amount  of : Derived  I 
vention Premium  I  Inter- ! 
price  1 veJ?-tion  I 
:pnce  ! 
i  f 
Badischer Geudertheimer  ',;  2.256  1  2.030  1.514  3.104  ! 
Forschheimer Havanna  IIO)  j 
~----------------------------._  ______  ~------~--------~---------,~ 
Badischer Burley E  '  2.6969  2.426  1.553  3.487 
I  Virgin SCR  2.571  2.314  1.459  3.001 
Paraguay and  hybrids  thereof 
Dragou vert and hybrids th 
thereof 
i  1.  990 
I 
i 
1.791  1. 209 
!  ~  . 
i 
1--N-i_j_k_e-rk--------------~-1-.-9-39----1-.  7-4-5--+-1-..  -1-9_4 _  ____;_ _____  -- ; 
'  2. 175  Burley  (Barley x  Bel)  1.  958 
f 
~~----------------------------------~-------~-----------------~ 
i  .·  Misionero  and  hybrids  thereof' 1.  799 
Rio  Grande  and hybrids 
thereof 
Philippin 
Petit Grammont  (Flobecq) 
Burley  (Ergo  x  6410  and 
Ergo  x  Bursana) 
Semois 
Appel terre 
. 1.515 
1.815 
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1.619 
1. 364 
1,.200 
j 
I 
_____ l_  __________  ------·-
0.859  1  -
J 
'  ___  ..J_.. ____  --:---·-------; 
1.  634  1. 029 
------------· ·- .. 
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Prix  Prix  Mont ant Prix d'in-
Varietes  d'objectif d'inter- de  la  terventian 
~ention  .  pri111e  a.e:rives 
Br~ght  2,180  1,962  1, 228  2,748 
Bur~ey I  1,642  1,478  0,774  2,231 
Haryla:nd  1,906  1,715  0,955  2,504 
Kentuch-y  et ses hybrides  1,678  1, 510  0,734  2, 169 
l\'Ioro  di Cori 
Salento  I  Nostrano  del Brenta  1,  651  1, 486  1,202  2,235 
Resistente  142 
Gojano 
:Beneventano  1, 289  1,160  0,904  1,725  I 
Xanti-Yaka  2,422  2  J 180  1,459  3,464 
Perustitza  2,294  2,065  1  J 372  3,041 
Erzegovina et ses hybrides  2,060  1  '854  1,242  2,740 
Round  Tip  ·10, 802  9,722  5,294  14,737 
Scafati 
Sumatra 
Brazile  Selvaggio  1,076  0,968  0,295  -
autres varietes 
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g.  Semences 
.  ~-. 
Designation des  produits  Montant  de  l'aide 
UC/100  kg 
I 
I 
I 
Linum  usitatissimw~ L.  partim 
(lin textile) 
Cannabis sativa 
I.  GR!ll.UNJ\E 
Arrhenatherum elatius  (L) 
J.  et c.  Presl. 
Dactylis glomerata L. 
Festuca arundinacea  Schreb. 
Fe stuca ovina L. 
Festuca pratensis Huds. 
Festuca rubra L. 
Lolium  mul  tiflorum Lam. 
Loli~ pcrelLne  L.  (a haute 
persistnnce tardif ou mi-tardif) 
Loliurn  perenne  L. 
- a haute persistance,  tardif QU 
n1i-tardif 
- Nouvelles varietes ct autres 
- a basse persistance,  ni:..tardif, 
mi  precoce  ou precoce 
Lolium  x  hybridum  Hausskn. 
Phlewrt  pratense  L. 
Po a· nemora.lis  L. 
:Poa  pratensis L  .. 
Poa trivialis L. 
I 2.  LEGummo SAE 
I 
I Pisum  arvense  L. 
\ Vicia faba  L  ..  ssp  faba var. 
i  e9-u~1J.a  .. Pers 
13 
8 
31 
27 
27 
19 
21 
18 
11 
18 
17 
13 
10 
11 
31 
19 
19 
19 
4 
1 V~c~a raba.  L.  var,  minor  (Psterm.) 
i bull  4 
i Medicago  sativa L.  (eco~~p~s)  8 
) Medicago  sativa L.  (varl.etes)  12 
Trifolium pratense  L.  20 
Trifolium repens L.  2.2 
Trifolium repens  L.  var4  giga.nteum  25 
Vicia  sat~ya L.  14 
---------==---...-------···--·-······--·--···-~·-··- .. ---~-----·--··~ 
·-- .... -..:_._~- . 
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10.  Silkworms 
1.  Fixing of annual aid at 40  UA  per box  of silk seed, 
as  proposed by  the  Commission. 
2.  Introduction of supplementary aid of 15  UA  to 
recognized producer groups  and  adop·cion  of general 
rules  as  regards  the recognition of these  groups. 
11. Fibre flax and hemp 
Fixing of the  flat-rate aid at 
188.15 UA/ha for flax  (143.20  UA/ha  for the United Kingdom) 
- 174.04 UA/ha  for hemp. 
12.  Dehydrated fodder 
Fixing of the  aid  to  producers at 9  UA/tonne • 
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13.  Wine 
Following the discussions  which have  t~~en place  over 
recent months,  and in an effort to  solve the  short-term~ medium-
term  and  long-term problems  in the  wine  sector,  the  Council 
agreed  on a  set of measures  which may  be  outlined as  follows: 
1~  Immediate measures 
- the Council  and the  Commission took note of a  statement by 
the French delegation that the  import  tax on  wine  would  be 
abolished by  1  April  1976 
- a  special distillation operation will be initiated on 
15  March  1976  to clear the market  of the current surpluses, 
mainly by means  of the following: 
c  revocable contracts 
•  quantity:  4 million hl 
•  payment  to the producer of an advance  of 40%  of the 
price when  the contracts are approved 
•  buying-in price 1.4 UA  0/hl 
2e  Medium-term measures 
- adoption of temporary,  selective Community  regulations  to 
limit  Community  wine,.-growing  potential,  and an undertaking 
by  the  Council  to  introduce the necessary measures  to 
adapt  wine-growing potentia.l to market  requirements • 
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adoption of regulations  on  the granting of a  conversion 
premium 
- as  regards  intervention 
= introduction of a  system of optional preventive distillation 
of wines,  the buying-in prices being fixed  on a  sliding 
scale from  68%  of the guide price for table wines  of type  A I 
in 1976  to  55%  of that price in 1980, 
= tightening up  of the rules  on  wine  deliveries  and 
introduction of supplementary wine  deliveries,  zones  A and  B 
being  exempt  from  these measures;  Italy has satisfied the 
obligation regarding increased wine  deliveries  by  the 
compulsory distillation of wine  produced from  table grapes 
= fixing of the buying-in price of wine subject to  increased 
wine deliveries  on a  sliding scale from  63%  of the guide 
price for table wines  of type A I  in 1976  to  50%  of that 
price in 1980 
= adoption of provisions  concerning additional measures  at 
the  end  of the marketing year;  these include storage, 
removal  from  storage and distillation, in order to  guarantee, 
if need be,  that prices are maintained at  a  level higher 
than.the activating price 
=  maintenance  of the current arrangement  regarding  exceptional 
distillation to be decided upon by  the  Council. 
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3.  For British and Irish wines,  non-application in 
the United Kingdom  and Ireland un·l;il  1  J8lluary  1978 of 
the  reference  price for 1p.ust  and  juice  introduced else·-
where;  before  that date,  the  Commission will submit  a 
report and suitable proposals,  bearing in mind  that the 
industry  concerned must  be  safeguarded.  The  new  member 
States undertake  to  align with the  CCT  before  1  July  1976. 
4.  Measures  to  improve  quality. 
- 0~5°  increase  of alcoholic strengths in zones  C  1,  C 2 
. and  C 3  and  fixing of  the  minimum  actual alcoholic 
strength of table wines  at 9°  actual strengthiD  For 
zones  A and B the latter strength is set at  8~5°; 
~ 0.5°  increase  of  the  minimum  natural alcoholic strength 
of quali  t3r  wines; 
ban  on  movement  of wine  suitable for table wine; 
ban  on  the  groVling  of provisionally authorized vine 
varieties in 1983  and of hybrid varieties in 1979; 
non-marketing of wines  made  from  table  grapes  except 
those  grown under glass; 
retention until  1  January  1978,  and  Commission  report 
thereon before  ·!;hat  date,  of specific provisions  on 
the  system of  compensatory  charges  on  imported  quality 
wines  (sherry,  port). 
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5.  Adoption of a  provision  to  the  effect that  the 
Member  States are  to  take  the  necessary steps to  ensure 
that Community  provisions  ip.  the  wine  sec·t;or are  respected 
and  appoint  one  or more  au·i:;hori ties to  be  responsible 
for supervising compliance  with  these  provisions 
(prevention of fraud). 
6.  As  regards  aid:  authorization to  France  to  grant 
national aid limi·i:;ed  to  FF  1  o  /hl for a  period of  three 
years  to  certain full-time  wine-growers  for wines  which 
comply  with certain criteria as  regards yield and 
wine varieties. 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of the European Communities  were  represented by  the following: 
~£1g!~= 
Mr  Willy  DE  CLERCQ 
Mr  Fernand  HERJIIIAN 
Denmark: 
Mr  Per HAEKKERUP 
Mr  Kurt  HANSEN 
~£!:~8.!!l  : 
Mr  Hans  APEL 
Mr  Karl Otto POEHL 
Mr  Otto  SCHLECHT 
France: 
Mr  Jean-Pierre FOURCADE 
Ireland:  -------
Mr  Richie  RYAN 
!1~l: 
Mr  Emilio  0JL01ffi0 
Minister for Finance 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
State. Secretary, 
Ministry of Economic  Affairs 
Federal Minister for Finance 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Finance 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of  Economi~ Affairs 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
and  Finance 
Minister for Finance 
Minister for the  Treasury 
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.. 
Mr  Raymond  VOUEL  Minister for Finance 
Netherlands:  ......_ __  llllllo3'_...,_6oolt_ca 
Mr  WeFs  DUISENBERG  Minister for Finance 
!lill~£-!ilB~£2~: 
Mr  Denis  HEALEY  Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Commission:  _.,.. ____ _ 
Mr  Wilhelm HAFERKAMP  Vice-President 
0 
0  0 
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C  ONI:~tiUNI  TY  LOANS 
The  COUJ."'lcil  adopted  tl'le  Decision concerning a  Community 
loan for  th.e  Italian Re;n.1.blic  and Ireland and  a1so  the Decision. 
laying down  economic  polic:r  conditions to be  observed by  these 
countries. 
The  negotiations  opened  by  the  Co~nission on  the basis of 
the  Co1-mcil  Decision of  16 February last have  led to  the  dr::wfill_ 
up  of  a..n  integrated set of loan agreements  involving,  firstly, 
·!;hree  operations  rels:cinc;  to  the  issue by  banking syndicates  o? 
debent·ures  and  firm  bonC!.s  ~  two  of which  concern  a  total ammmt 
$800 million and  the  other D1\T  500 million and,  secondly,  a 
~P300 ruillion banking loan 2-t  a  variable rate.  The  length of 
these  loons varies but ic  on average  more  than  5 years. 
The  f1.1.11¢l.s  raised by  these  different los..n  opere:tions,  whic~ 
the  Council  has  authorized the  Commission  to  conclude,  will be 
granted to  the  Italian Republic  and Ireland,  the former 
receiving  $~1 000 million and  the latter $300 million. 
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EUtl.:\TOM  LOANS 
Continuing its discussions  on  the draft decision 
concerning the use  of E-uratom  loans to make  a  Community 
contribution to the  financing  of  nucler:n~ power  stations,  the 
Council worked  out guidelines  cove:.-ing  most  of the  economic 
and  financial  aspects  of  the draft. 
It was  agreed  to re-submit the draft to  the Council at 
its meeting  on  Energy Questions  on  25  March  1976 in order to 
complete  these guidelines particularly from  the  energy  point 
of viewo 
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ECONOMIC  SITUATION 
Pursuant  to its Decision on  the attainment  of a  high 
degree  of convergence  of the  economic  policies of the Member 
States,  the  Council  carried  out  the first quarterly examination 
for 1976  of the  economic  situation in the Community. 
At  the  close of its discussion,  which  gave  the delegations 
an opportunity to adopt  positions  on  the  course  to be  adopted 
by their countries,  the Council  approved the analysis  of the 
economic  situation set out in the Commission  communication of 
3  March  1976 and  recorded its agreement  on  the Decision 
concerning the adjustment  of  theeconomic  policy guidelines for 
1976,  as they appear in the Commission  communication, 
Under  the  same  item of the  agenda,  the Council  considered 
the Commission  communication headed  "Summary  account  and  Degre(.; 
of Convergence  of the Economic  Policies pursued in the Member 
States of the Community  in 1975". 
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BUDG}~TARY UlHT  OF  ACCOillifT 
Pencli:ng  the  subr:1ission in the near future  of the  Commission 
proposals  regarding the  bt~dgetary unit  of  accomrl;,  the  C01.mcil 
held.  a  preliminary discussion  on  the  general  aspects  of the 
problem. 
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VARIOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities,  the  Regulations 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  804/68  on  the  common 
organization of the  nmrket  in rnilk  and  milk products; 
fixing the  threshold prices for certain milk products 
for the  1976/1977  milk  year~ 
- amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1411/71  on  the fat 
content. of whole  milk; 
- repealing Regulation  (EEC)  No  155/75  on  the sale  of 
skimmed-milk  powder  from public  stocks for supply 
to developing countries; 
- on  the  compulsory purchase  of  skimmed-milk  powder 
held by  intervention agencies for use  in feedingstuffs; 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  986/68 laying down  general 
rules for the granting of aid for skim.rned  milk  and 
skinm1ed-milk  powder for use  in feedingstuffs  ~ 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  823/68 as  regards  the 
conditions  of entry for certain kinds  of cheeses  and 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  950/68  on the  Common  Customs  Tariff; 
- on  the granting of a  consun1er  subsidy for butter; 
- laying down  special measures,  in particular for the 
detern1ination of the  supply of olive oil on the  world 
market? 
laying down  special measures,  in particular for the 
determination of the  supply  of olive oil  on the  Greek 
market; 
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~·  Ew-nending  Regulation  ( EEC)  No  805/68  on  the  cor.unon 
organization of the market in beef  ::md  veal; 
- fixing. certgin prices applicable to milk  end milk 
products,  beef  and  veal  8.!1.d  pigmeat for the  1976/1977 
marketing year$ 
- on  the  exchru1ge  re.tes  applicable in agriculture 
repealing Regulation  (EEC)  No  475/75~ 
laying down  general rules governing the  distillation 
of table wines  for vrhicl:i  the distillation contract 
must  be  approved before  15  April  1976; 
the  Decision concerning the  system of aid applicable in 
France  to certain vrine  producersi 
the Directives 
amending directives  66/403/EEC  and  70/458/EEC  on 
the marketing of seed potatoes snd vegetable  seed; 
on  mutual  assist2nce for the  ~ecovery of  claims 
resulting from  opere.ti ens  relating to  the  system 
of finru1cing the  EAGGF,  and agricultural levies 
and  customs  duties. 
The  Com1cil  also  adopted,  in the official languages  of 
the  Comrnuni ties, 
- the Regulations 
laying down  special measures for linseed; 
- fixing for the year 1976  a  Comrnunity  quantitative 
export  quota for certain types  of lead waste  and 
scrap~ 
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- the  Decisions 
- supplementing the  Decision of  15  October  1975  authorizing 
the  Commission  ·t;o  negotiate an agreement  between  the 
European Economic  Community  and  third cov.ntries  on  the 
rt~les  applicc:-,ble  to  the  international  carriage  of 
passengers by  coach  and  bus; 
- adopting a  reseo..rch  and  training pro:,_;ranme 
(1976  - 1980)  for  the European Ator,1ic  Eners~r 
Comii1unity  in the field of biology- heclth protection 
(rRclioprotection pro2;ro.mme); 
- acl.opting  a  research programm.e  ( 1976  - 1980)  for  U..e 
European Economic  Community  in the  environmental  field 
(indirect action); 
-adopting a  reseo.,rch  programme  (1976- 1980)  for  tL.e 
El:ropean Econo::1ic  Community  in the  field  of reference 
ma·t;erials  and methods  (Community  Btu•e2.u  of References). 
0 
0  0 
In the  context of  tl1e  1974/75  implementation plan of the 
Food  Aiel  Convention,  the  Conncil  agreed  that 3,500  tonnes  of 
cereals from  the  speci2.l  reserve for  the  Sahel  be  allocated to 
the  Upper  Volta. 
0 
0  0 
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Th·3  Council  adopted the  Decision,  >;vi th the necessary 
directives,  authorizing the  Commission  to  open negotiations 
with Romania  on textiles. 
0 
0 
The  Council  adopted the  Decision appointing the T.1embers 
of the  Afuninistrative  Board  of the Euratom  F~dation for 
the  Improvement  of  I1i ving  ru1d  Working  Conditions for the 
period from  15  March  1976  to  14 .i.1arch  1979. 
The  following have  been  appointed~ 
I.  Government  representatives 
(a)  Fu.ll  members 
Belgium 
Denr.aark 
Ge:rmany 
Fra"lce 
Ireland 
:Mr  G  .. 
Mr  G-.. 
l\:Tr  KG 
rc~r  s. 
Mr  N. 
Mr  u. 
BENS 
COLN 
FITTING 
ANTOINE 
GREENE 
TAVERNINI 
(b)  Alternates 
Dr.  L,.  DENONNE 
Mr  E.  ANDERSEN 
Dr.  R"  r.'IILLER 
Mr  P.L.  REMY 
l\Ir  J.  1IcGRATH 
Mr  Go  FORLENSA  Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Mr  R.  SHINTGEN  Dr.  NOESEN 
Mr  Ir.  J~L.  PRIMA  Dr•  W,.J.  KAKEBEKE 
Mr  N.S.  FORWARD  Mr  T.  GALE 
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II~  Trade vnion representatives 
Belgiwn 
Denmark 
Germany 
France 
Ireland 
Ite.ly 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United-Kingdom 
(a)  Full members  (b)  Alternates 
Mr G.  GOGNE  fllr  A.  THYRE 
?llr  F.  THORGRE1SON  Mr  W  ~H.  TJ¢RHEH¢J 
Dr.,  U,.  ENGEJJEN- Wr  s.  B  ...  '\.LDUIN 
IillFFER 
L1r  A.  LA V  PJ.1 
Mr P.  CARDIFF 
rEr  Ao  FANTON! 
f,Ir  D.  NEVIN 
Mr G.  MARRI 
Mr  J.P.  HUPPERICH  r·.1r  Pr,.  SCHVfE:ITZER 
Mr H.  BODE  Mr H.  V.AN  DEH  MEDLEN 
Mr  K.  GRAHAi'·,T  Mr  P~  JACQUES 
III.  Re,Presentati  ves  of. emplozers'  organi_zations 
(a)  Full members  (b)  Alternates 
Belgiwn  Ivlr  A.  DUA  r.!r  DE  PAE'PE 
Denmark  l':1r  A.  PETERSEN  I:Ir  J.  TI')SENBERG 
((}:ermany  mr  w.  D.IHOFF  mr  F.J.  YJ.JJOR 
FrancG  l'.1r  Co  THOMAS  mr  Cl.  )J,US 
Irelan.d  rTr  A.J.  CULLEN  Mr  J.J.  MAHER 
Italy  T1r  G.,  LEN ATI  mr  P  ..  SAVINI 
Luxembourg  r.[r  E.  SCHI,EPFER  Nr  L.  JUNG 
Netherlands  Mr  M.G.  JP..NSSEN  Mr  J.  DE  JONGH 
United Kingdom  nr R.,W.  WATSON  Mr  D.  BELL 
0 
0  0 
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The  representatives  of the  Governments  of the  member  States 
of the· European  Coal  ~md Steel  Community,  meeting within ti1e 
CoUl~cilr  adopted  the Decision  concerning certain tariff measures 
for the first half of  1976  in the official lru1guages  of the 
Communities. 
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388th meeting of the  Council 
President~ 
- Ener{Sy  -
Brussels,  25  march  1976 
Mr  Marcel  NIART, 
l\hnister for  Economic  Affairs 
of the Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg 
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The  Govenments  of the I:ember States and the  Commission 
of the Euro1JeaJ.1  Communi ties nere  represented  ao  follows: 
Mr  Fernan0.  IillRliAl'~  l.Iil1ister for Economic .Affairs 
l~r Niels ERSB¢1L  Ambassador, 
Permanent Representative 
Mr  Detlev  Kro~sten ROHWEDDER  State Secretary, 
France: 
Mr lrlichel  O.'OPJ'1ANO 
Ireland:  -------
l\Ir Peter BK.mY 
!~~l: 
Lir  IUari o  PEDINI 
~~~~~EQ~g: 
l':Ir  J:Ia.rcel  lVi.ART 
Einistry of Economic Affairs 
llinister for Industry 
Liinister for Transport  and Power 
liinister for Scientific Research 
Hinister for Econonic Affairs·, 
Transport  and Power 
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l'ITr  R.F.M.  LUBIFm'3 
I.Ir L. J.  BHINKEOJiST 
'Jni  ted Kin_gdom: 
i!fr  l':n thony  '}EDG:IOOD  BENN 
I:'ir  John  snnTI-I 
Commission: 
I.1r  Henri  SHIQjJET 
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r,Tillister for Economic  Affairs 
State Secretary, 
I':'iinistry of Foreign Affairs 
Secretary of StBte for Energy 
1/Iinister of Ste.te  for Energy 
Vice-President 
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·1985  ENERGY  TARGETS  AND  ~ONAL  USE  OF  EI~RGY 
On  the basis  of a  Commission report,  -Ghe  Council held a 
general discussion on the achievement  of the Community  energy 
po:~icy targets for 1985,  with particular reference to the 
reduction of the Communityvs  threshold of dependence  on  imported 
petrol by means  of measures  for  reducing consumption  and 
encouraging the development  of Community  energy  resources. 
This  exchange of views  enabled the delegations to  explain 
the developments  which their countries  were  envisaging in order 
to attain the targets andto give their views  on the prospects 
for achieving the targets  both in relation to the various 
sectors  and  in relation to  the overall reduction target. 
The  discussion demonstrated the support  of all the dele-
gations for the basic guidelines for the  1985  targets  as  laid 
down  by the  Council in 1974,  and brought  to the Council's 
attention the fact  that in the  case  of particular targets  some 
amendments  might  be necessary in the light of experience to 
date. 
In this  co~~ection, the  Council  took note  of the first 
periodical report  of the Commission  on the  prograro~e for 
the rational use  of energy  {RUE).  The  delegations 
supported the.basic  conclusions  of the report, 
which dealt  with the work  carried out  in the various 
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sectoral  groups:  therG1al  insulation of buildings;  heating 
systems;  motor vehiclesi  transport  structurGSf.  industrial 
processes  ~ heat;  power;  conversion in power stations; 
transformation in refineries. 
The  results  were  given practical form in five  Recommendations 
to  the I:Iember  States  adopted by the  Council,  which include 
specific provisions  concerning the  rational use  of  energy in 
the  following sectors: 
!"'"  buildings  :  - the promotion  of thermic  insulation by  mem1.s 
of information  campaigns  &J.d  the  adoption of 
harmonized  insulation standards 
-·  transport 
improvement  of heating installations in 
existing buildings  by fitting progr&~ng 
and.  regule.ting units,  and  by maintaining 
a:.1.d  checking gene:r·ators  and  co~1trolling the 
distribution of hot water 
- as  regards  road trEmsport vehicles,  the 
improvement  of driving habits by  the inclusion 
of clearer information in drivers'  handbooks 
and  the  introduction of  a  2tandard fuel 
consur11p-Gj_on  test 
in the  case  of the urban transport  of passengers, 
the  introduction of measures  to facilitate 
and  encourage  the use  of public transport 
-·  household  electrical a.ppliances  :  - the provision of cJ_earer 
information to users  on unit  energy  consumption, 
and  on harmonized  standards. 
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II'ISASURES  IN  THl~  ZVENT  OF  J2.IITICULTI:2S  IN  THE  SUPPLY  OF  OIL 
The  co-Lmc:i.l  IEade  a  C.otc--j_lec"'.  study  of  certEia  v:.i_t>~cl  aspects 
of the  Cornrm:;.n:i_t;-;"  arra11.gemen  t s  -~o  \)e  il1. t roc,uc ed  li1.  the  event  of 
difficultiec in  t't.e  suppl~r of  ClYCl.e  oil and  petroleu:r.1  pi'6ducts. 
These  would  consist  in tarsots for a  reduction  ::L.Yl  the  consumpt  io~1 
of primary  forms  of  energy  8..ncl.  ;:;1easures  concemill(;  ;,~-era­
Community  tro.cle  L.11.  crude oil end petroleum products. 
The  disc\.:saion  dealt  ;~1o.i_,-11~.~  with the  questio~1 of  t~1e 
c1ecision-m::-Jcil1:; Eachinery  reqnil'ed  to  initiate the vsrious 
measures  to  be  t2.ken  in  the  event  of  supply difficulties. 
The  Cot1i1.cil  noted  thc;.t  the  discussions had  rovec.led  solile 
elements of  c·~  j_Jo.ssible  solution.  to  the  auestion  2.:1d  :.i_:astructed 
the  Penne..;.'lClYC  l1cp:c~esentativ3s Co:G.1Hittee  to  continue to  seek  a 
defil1i ti  ve  soh~-Gion,  in the  li.;-b.t  of the  discussi0l:..r;  (:':c  the 
;-,13eting. 
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COThThiDNITY  PROCEDURE  FOR  INFORMATION  AND  CONSULTATION  ON 
PETROLEUM  PRICES 
The  Council  agreed in principle on the Directive 
regard~ng a  Community  procedure  for information and  consultation 
on the prices  of oil and petroleum products  in the  Community. 
The  Directive  ma~es the Member  States responsible for 
procuring from  petroleum undertakings  and  communicating to the 
Commission  certain details  on  the prices  obtaining in the 
preceding quarter for the main types  of crude oil and  petroleum 
products,  both on importation and  on  leaving the refinery. 
The  Commission  will draw up  and  co~~unicate to the Member 
States  on  a  quarterly basis  a  synoptic  and  analytical table 
of the various  national statistics.  Consultations  between the 
Commission  and  the member  States  on the basis of this information 
will take place regularly and,  if appropriate,  the  Commission 
will propose  any measures it considers necessary as  a  result of 
these consultations. 
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MEASURES  OF  SUPPORT  FOR  COMMUNITY  PROJECTS  IN  THE  HYDROCARBONS 
SECTOR 
The  Council recorded its agreement  on  a  Decision on the 
grant of measures  of support  for  Community  technological 
projects in the hydrocarbons  sector. 
This Decision lays  down  that for the period from  1975 · 
to  1977  support measures  are to  be granted for  34  Community 
projects in the  form  of subsidies  which are repayable in the 
event  of commercial  exploitation of the results up  to  a  total 
amount  of 38,448,635 UA. 
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INFOID~ATION ON  INVEST~ffiNT PROJECTS  OF  INTEREST  TO  THE 
COMlVIUNITY  IN  THE  PETROiiEill~1,  NATURAL  GAS  AND  ELECTRICITY 
SECTORS 
The  Council  recorded its agreement  on  an  amendment 
to  Regulation No  1056/72  on notifying the  ConL~ission of 
investment projects  of interest to the  Community  in the 
petroleum,  natural gas  and electricity sectors. 
In particular the  amendment  lays  down,  as  regards projeots 
in the electricity sector,  that, ·in view·oi'  the  experience 
which has  been gained,  the obligation to provide information 
shall  extend  to projects whose  realization is to start within 
a  period of five  years  instead of only three years. 
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J~~LEMENTATION OF  ENERGY  POLICY  GUIDELINES 
The C01mcil 1-mdertook a  thorough discussion of the  questions 
connected with the  implemente.tion  of the  energy policy guidelines 
le.id  down  by the European  CounciJ.  on  1  and 2  Decenber  197 5. 
At  the  end of the  discussion,  the Council  :L11.st;ructed  the 
Permanent  Represe.."1.tati  ves  Co:-nmi ttee  to  continue preparing the 
draft  resolution  in the liJht of today' s  discv.ssion,  c..ncl  to 
report  back in time for the  C01mcil meeting on  10  ,Jv.ne  devoted 
to  energy  questions  • 
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After confirming the  [,;tiideljnes  worked  out nt  the meeting 
of the  Economic  ond  Fina.'1cie.l  Co1mcil  on  16  March  l2.st 
concerning the  clrs.ft  decision  em1;owering the  Conmisr:.:ion  to 
make  Euratom  loans  e,s  a  Comm.uni ty contribution to  the  financing 
of  atomic  power stations,  the Cmmcil noted that  two  G.elegations 
had  entered general reserve.tions  on  this subject. 
It therefoTe  s,greed to  return  to  the matter o..t  its next 
meeting devo·ced  to  energy  r:uestions. 
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rHSCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
On  a  proposal  from  the  Belgian Government,  the  Council 
appointed mr  J.  DENYS,  a  Director General in the  "Administration 
de  l'Emploi
11  as  a  member  of the  Advisory Committee  on  Freedom 
of Movement  for Workers  in place  of Mr  1\JIISSOTEN,  who  has 
resigned,  for the  remainder of the lattercs term of office, 
i.e  •. until  17  March  1977. 
0 
0  0 
On  a  proposal  from  the Danish Government,  the Council 
appointed rlfr  Bendt  DREWSEN,  "Arbejdsmilj,e>1ronsulent 
Landsorganisationen i  Dru1illark"  as  a  full member' of the 
Advisory  Co~~ittee on Safety,  Hygiene  and Health Protection 
at Work  in place of mr  J,0RGENSEN,  who  has  resigned,  for the 
remainderof the latter's term of office,  i.e. until 4  May  1978. 
0 
0  0 
Malta 
The  Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  oZ  the 
Communities,  a  Regulation concluding the  Agreement  to  extend 
the first stage  of the Association Agreement  with Halta  • 
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ACP-EEC 
The  Council adopted,  in the official languages  of the 
Co~uunities, a  Decision concerning the  examination by the 
Member  States  of Commission  proposals  for financial transfers 
in coru1ection with the stabilization of ACP-OCT  export  earnings. 
!g_ricul  ture 
The  Council adopted the following in the official 
languages  of the  Communities: 
-a Regulation on  the recognition of·producer groups  of 
silkworm rearers; 
- a  Regulation  on the granting. of supplementary  e.id  in 
the silkworm sector for the 1976/1977  marketing year; 
- a  Regulation amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2824/72 
laying down  general rules  for the financing of 
interventions  by  the Guarantee  Section of the European 
Agricultural Guidance  and  Guarantee  Fund; 
- a  Regulation continuing the total suspension of 
autonomous  Common  Customs  Tariffs duties  applicable to 
new  potatoes falling within subheading 07.,01  A II  (a), 
until 15  April  1976,  and  applicable to potatoes  falling 
within subheading 07o01  A III  (b)  until 30  April 1976. 
Domestic  market 
The  Council  adopted the following in the official languages 
of the. Communities: 
- a  Regulation on the  customs  treatment  applicable to  goods 
returned to  the  customs  territory at  the  Community; 
- a  Directive implementing Directive  69/73/EEC  as  regards 
repair operations under the  inward processing system. 
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Food  aid 
The  Council  drew up  the  1975/1976  implementation plan 
concerning the  commitments  entered into  by  the  Community 
and  the  rJember  States under the Food  Aid  Convention.  These 
commitments  were  for a  total of  1,287,000 tonnes  of cereals 
per year,  of which 708,000 tonnes  (55%)  would  be  grru~ted as 
Community  aid,  and  the  remainder under bilateral projects. 
The  Community  aid  and  the  aid from  the Member  States 
is intended for 38  countries  and  6  international organizations. 
It is to be  allocated as  follows: 
1975/1976  IWJl>LEUENTATION  PLAN 
in thousands  of tonnes 
Recipient countries 
or bodies 
I.  COUNTRIES 
LATIN  AMERICA 
Bo}ri via 
Halti 
Honduras 
Peru 
SAHEL 
senegal 
Mali 
Mauri  tan.ia 
Chad 
Niger 
Upper Volta 
Gambia 
Special 
l1eserve 
Total 
12 
12 
7 
3.5 
5 
10 
30 
369  e/76  {Presse  29)  rob/PA/j~ 
Community 
projects 
p.m. 
9 
7 
2.5 
30 
National 
projects 
) 
1 
5 
10 
0  0 ./  ••• -IV-
25.III.76 
Recipient  countries  Connnunity  National 
or bodies  Total  projects  projects 
EAST  AFRICA 
Ethiopia  21  21 
Kenya  2.5  2.5 
Mauritius  8  5  3 
Somalia  46  25  21 
Sudan  7  7 
Tanzania  2  2 
Rwanda  2.5  2.5 
C~~TRAL AND  WEST 
AFRICA 
Sao  Tome  and 
Principality  1.5  1. 5 
Benin·  1  1 
Guinea  Bissau  5  5 
Cape  Verde  (Islands)  6.5  5  1. 5 
Zaire  token entry 
CAR  1.5  1.5 
NEAR  EAST 
Egypt  (Arab  Rep.)  64  24  40 
Jordan  14  14 
Lebanon  8  B 
Yemen  (Arab  Rep.)  12  6  6 
. Syria  5.5  2.5  3 
ASIA 
Bangladesh  228.2  150  78.2 
India  231  175  56 
Indonesia  18  18 
Pakistan  55  35  20 
Sri Lanka  32  15  17 
Phili.J:2J2ines  6.5  2.5  4 
OTHER  COUNTRIES 
malta  6.5  6.5 
Tunisia  20  20 
Portugal  5. 59  .  5.59 
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or bodies 
II.  ORG~~IZATIONS 
WFP 
UNICEF 
UNRWA 
ICRC 
League  of Red 
Cross  Societies 
UNHCR 
III.  RESERVE 
- v -
Total · 
123 
17  0 5 
31.5 
10 
5 
5 
206.71 
Community 
projects 
50 
15 
25 
10 
5 
75 
IV.  TOTAL:  Community  aid +aid from Member  States 
25.III.  76 
National 
projects 
84 
2. 5. 
6.5 
5 
131.71 
===========~=J~&~1~~~~=~g~~~================================ 
The  Council adopted,  in the official langug,ges  of the 
Communities,  the rules relating to  the  1976  milk products 
aid programme  (to be  supplied in the  form  of butteroil). 
The  supplies,  totalling 45,000  tonnes,  are  intended for 
19  countries  and  5  internatiol1.al organizations and are  to be 
allocated as  follows: 
Countries or organizations 
LATIN  AMERICA 
Ha~ti 
Hondur.a~ 
Peru: 
EAST  AFJ'liCA 
Kenya 
mauritius 
Tanzania 
Somalia 
Ethiopia 
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Tonnes 
1,500 
1 ,ooo 
500 
100 
200 
500 
1,100 
1,500 
•. o/••• - YI  -
Countric:;s or organizations 
-JEST  AFRICA 
Cape  Verde 
Upper Volta 
Mauritania 
Guinea B is  s2.u 
NEAR  EAST 
:Ggypt 
Jordan 
Yemen 
J.J3 IA 
Lfghanista.:n 
Bangladesh 
Pakistan 
Sri Lankc., 
~lFP 
UNICEF 
UNRWA 
League  of  Hod  C:ross  Sooiet5.os 
fcESERVE 
G-RAND  TOTJJ.j~ 
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100 
750 
350 
350 
2,000 
1,000 
700 
250 
-1,300 
3,500 
160 
16,000 
2,000 
3,000 
500 
3,640 
4)  000  .,.,..£,=-== 
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The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Regulation on  emergency  aid for the benefit 
of the people  of Angola  a.'1.d  of Angolan refu€ees in Zaire. 
This  aid  comprises  100  toru1es  of. skimmed  milk powder to be 
delivered to the port of unloading,  via the  International 
Red  Cross  Committee,  for the people  of Angola,  plus  for 
the benefit of Angolan  refugees in Zaire,  via the  UNHCR, 
2,000 tonnes  of cereals,  150  tonnes  of skimmed  milk powder 
and  100  tonnes  of butteroil,  of Which  50  tonnes  of skimmed 
milk powder \till be  sent by air and  the  remaining quantities 
delivered to the  port  of unloading. 
Aid  to Guatemala  -
The.Council  approved the  grant of Commux.dty  aid totalling 
500,000 UA  for the  rebuilding of Guatemala,  to be  supplied 
via the  League  of National Societies  of the  Red  Cross. 
This  aid is in addition to the initial emergency 
assistance  of  2001000  UA  granted by the  Community  to  Guatemala 
i~~ediately after the  earthquake. 
0 
0  0 
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The  Council adopted,  li1  the official languages  of the 
Communi ties,  a  decision  laying down  a  Euratom multi-annual 
research  end  tr2-ining progro.iJnle  ·in  the  field of  fur:;ioa  and plasrna 
physics. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council gave  the.  co;.1sultation  requested on  2.  draft 
·Commission  ECSC  decision  on  the  temporary  postponemc::nt  of the 
c~ate  of pa;yment  of the steel :production  levy. 
0 
0  0 
The  Representatives of the  G-overnments  of the  ~:Ien~l)er States 
of the Europe2..11  Coal  anC.  Steel Community,  meetli1g within  the 
Council,  adopted  decisions 
- supplementing the  Decision  of  17  November  197 5  cone eming 
certain tariff measures  for the first half of  1S76  (o.uota  of 
12 ,000  tom1.es  for the United Kingdom  for tin :ple.tc); ·· 
- on  exports of  scrap to third countries  (310 ,000  tonnes for the 
period  fro111  1.4.1976  to 30.6,.1976). 
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